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05/04/17New trial board added: /bant/ - International/Random
10/04/16New board for 4chan Pass users: /vip/ - Very Important Posts
06/20/16New 4chan Banner Contest with a chance to win a 4chan Pass! See the

contest page for details.
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File: last.png (376 KB, 681x1029)
 Marenheit 451 Art Pack Afterparty Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)08:45:19 No.35612851 >>35612853 >>35612865 >>35612897 >>35612966 >>35613163 >>35615451 >>35616115 >>35617110

It's Done! All in all over 200 images and 6 stories were submitted to the art pack. The Donation page will be up soon. Check the thread for updates and details.

In this thread we contributed to an art pack in response to Derpibooru's recent censorship. The purpose was to promote free speech. Anypony was welcome to join and all media forms was accepted. A lot of the
art pack features Aryanne due to the her ban on Derpi, however this was not a requirement to be included.

FAQs
Deadline?
Done.

Why the name?
Marenheit 451. A reference and parody of Fahrenheit 451

How much will it cost?
It will be a donation and will be pay-what-you-want.

What charity?
The money will be split between Days End Farm Horse Rescue and The Comic Book Defense League

Does the pack contain NSFW?
Both SFW and NSFW stuff are included.

What skill level was required?
Any and all. This project is about community involvement.

Donation Link:
Will be linked at
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1oEIfvYsDYXBvOUCVaWvUK3w5W-ytZN1Va57GDc2FlM0

Links:
Thread Doc: https://derpy.me/dxRjI
Art Ideas: https://derpy.me/kP4IF
Artist List: https://derpy.me/OuNiA
Mega Archive: https://derpy.me/kjBIh

Previous thread: >>35607659 →

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)08:45:33 No.35612853 >>35612918 >>35613329 >>35614222 >>35614247 >>35614359 >>35614503 >>35614917 >>35614998 >>35616115 >>35617913
File: RedAnk.jpg (20 KB, 400x400)

>>35612851 (OP)
Anchor for updates.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)08:46:24 No.35612856

/mlp/ volk SIEG HEIL

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)08:48:03 No.35612865 >>35612878

>>35612851 (OP)
/mlpol/ representing, heil hitler

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)08:48:05 No.35612866 >>35613022 >>35613084 >>35613960 >>35614468 >>35614503

Final release, available until the donation page goes up:

https://mega.nz/folder/2ZYASCYB#jf-s6d_XjCfrRO24IIkeXQ

 DTL 07/16/20(Thu)08:50:18 No.35612876 >>35612887
File: 1593125863917.png (260 KB, 392x378)

>>35612807 →
>>35612829 →
>>35612846 →
This should be in that Bad Advice
Fluttershy meme format

>>35612852 →
post it, you pussy maybe the leader

will take pity on you.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)08:51:27 No.35612878 >>35612894

>>35612865
>Heil Hoofler
FTFY

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)08:52:33 No.35612887

>>35612876
>Good artists borrow, great artists steal. Picasso

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)08:54:03 No.35612894
File: image.jpg (564 KB, 2308x1000)

>>35612878
Well until you smartass figures out a way to create a portal to equestria, we're all stuck here and in our
reality it goes "heil hitler"
I don't make the rules sugarcube

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)08:55:06 No.35612897 >>35612915 >>35612922 >>35612928 >>35612934 >>35612942 >>35612952 >>35612954 >>35612956 >>35613175 >>35613368 >>35614462 >>35617279
File: Untitled-2.jpg (1.57 MB, 3127x3788)

>>35612851 (OP)
Fuck, this was posted just as I made the poll. https://www.strawpoll.me/20598852
These are all fantastic, but Datte needs one of these for E-junkie.

https://mega.nz/folder/WYx1DYZI#1pY4KesC-9Lqd3w5Ar34xA Direct link to the images. Thanks Anon.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)08:58:50 No.35612915 >>35612930

>>35612897
4 should win, no contest

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)08:59:41 No.35612918 >>35612949
File: Adolf_Hitler_-_Wien_Oper_(...).jpg (94 KB, 898x653)

>>35612853
Im no good at drawing ponys, but I can draw pretty good landscapes. Is this good
enough for the pack?

 DTL 07/16/20(Thu)09:00:06 No.35612921
File: 1573478360146.png (659 KB, 757x800)

>>35612882 →
Just draw it. There will be a increased interest in Aryanne
for a while, anyway.

>>35612904 →
LOL! WAGIE! WAGIE! WAGIE!

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)09:00:25 No.35612922 >>35612940

>>35612897
4 is the only one that looks finished and professionally done, that's very important for the face of the artpack, you don't want derpi mods to dismiss it as something a few trolls made in 5 minutes with paint

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)09:01:44 No.35612928
File: 1563666963490.png (291 KB, 502x477)

>>35612897
#4 master race. Seriously
though that looks fantastic.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)09:01:46 No.35612930 >>35612940 >>35612943

>>35612915
I don't know, I still like the simplicity of 3 the best. It gets the point across a mile away without so much noise in the background, plus the fact that it closely resembles the book the pack is parodying is a big bonus. Looks like it's neck
and neck though, we'll see.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)09:02:12 No.35612934

>>35612897
I prefer 3, it’s a lot subtler than other five, and closest to original book cover

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)09:03:38 No.35612940

>>35612930
I explained my reasoning in here>>35612922

It's very important to have one that is very professionally done, you can use both pictures as well, but 4 should be the main one

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)09:04:05 No.35612942

>>35612897
3 weathered is my choice but I think 4 is really good too and I'm waning now.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)09:04:08 No.35612943 >>35613378

>>35612930
I still just don't much care for the big "ANTI CENSORSHIP" on those ones myself. Obviously thats the idea of the art pack but I feel like it could be worded differently and sound a lot better.

I just can't figure out how, but it currently just sounds off.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)09:05:00 No.35612949

>>35612918
Nah, and I doubt you'd get into art school with that.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)09:07:11 No.35612952

>>35612897
Out of all of them 4 really pops out, 3's good but it's too subtle compared to 4

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)09:07:35 No.35612954

>>35612897
I like 3 the best, but 4 comes with a couple of silly quotes and I think the handful of previews it shows are more well presented than in 2, so it has my vote.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)09:07:58 No.35612956
File: image.jpg (57 KB, 640x1027)

>>35612897

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)09:11:23 No.35612966 >>35612976 >>35613013

>>35612851 (OP)
Party Time

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)09:13:17 No.35612976 >>35613013
File: 1554462375744.gif (3.05 MB, 500x281)

>>35612966

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)09:22:02 No.35613013
File: 1494140934847.gif (763 KB, 645x600)

>>35612966
>>35612976

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)09:25:41 No.35613022 >>35613036

>>35612866
Might want to move the cannon pic to NSFW. Unless those ain't mare juices leaking onto the barrel.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)09:29:12 No.35613036 >>35613054 >>35613093

>>35613022
I just went by whether the genitalia was visible or not. Do you think it needs to be moved?

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)09:35:54 No.35613054 >>35613084

>>35613036
I mean you do you but I'm just saying it'd probably fit better in NSFW.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)09:44:29 No.35613084 >>35613097

>>35612866
>>35613054
Slight update, one file moved. Same link.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)09:45:45 No.35613093 >>35613097 >>35614903

>>35613036
yes move it, anything with juices is explicit

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)09:47:08 No.35613097 >>35613110

>>35613093
>>35613084
It is done.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)09:51:28 No.35613110

>>35613097
Alright sweet thanks based Anon.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)10:10:20 No.35613163 >>35613169

>>35612851 (OP)
bunch of the links in OP are dead

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)10:12:30 No.35613169 >>35613680
File: 1587851732541.png (22 KB, 592x238)

>>35613163

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)10:15:37 No.35613175

>>35612897
What if I prefer 3 for e-junkie and 4 to be uploaded to the boorus to advertise?

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)10:51:41 No.35613233 >>35613246 >>35613262 >>35613265 >>35613269 >>35613281 >>35613322

>>35612360 →
You absolutely should do color; I've done B&W sketching alone for my original practice and now it's absolutely ridiculously difficult to do color.
I agree with others - for a first try this is absolutely fantastic. Keep it up, all of it - different perspectives (remember, profile view and 3/4 are not bad, what is bad is doing nothing but one specific angle; yes that includes direction the
characters are looking in), the coloring, and drawing in general!
And remember that flipping images reveals errors very easily; any worthwhile art program has a dedicated option to flip the view.
>>35612511 →
>to find drawings that you like and try to recreate them by drawing from reference (never trace)

Or disassemble and recreate them; that is, try to figure out HOW they were made, what shapes and structures went into them. Don't look up drawing processes/speedpaints, that's not the point, the point is you personally working up the
skill of seeing and using structure.
NB! do not use just ONE artist as your reference; use many different ones with different styles, and reference from RL, preferably in person, whenever possible. People make mistakes, photography has its own set of headaches, the
more distinct references you get, the less mistakes you will replicate.
>>35612807 →
Tracing (putting your lines/colors over existing image's) isn't okay for practice, it's literally just lining/painting but with someone else's sketch and hence only improves your lining; while potentially replicating all the mistakes in the artwork
you're tracing. Don't do that, reference (redraw image separately or use parts of it), study (figure out how something was drawn and draw it yourself a bunch of times) and create your own art instead.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)10:55:54 No.35613246 >>35613269

>>35613233
>(redraw image separately or use parts of it)
Was meant to be "redraw image or parts of it separately", copying parts wholesale or tracing parts is still tracing and not useful.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)11:02:20 No.35613262

>>35613233
I wasn't endorsing tracing wholesale, I meant more in terms of "draw a stick figure over a character". I find that it can help with posing and such. That being said there's also plenty of other tools out there to help with that.

 DTL 07/16/20(Thu)11:04:52 No.35613265 >>35613281 >>35613322
File: tumblr_inline_pgsix8sF4X1(...).png (295 KB, 540x605)

>>35613233
>any worthwhile art program has a dedicated option to flip the view
>implying I'm drawing with a tablet

I had a feeling they were pulling my dick telling me to trace. I'll have to copy your post down in a text file and reference it from time to time. Thanks
for writing all of this.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)11:06:09 No.35613269

>>35613233
>>35613246
The reason I told him to draw from reference was to help him get more comfortable with the act of drawing, as he said earlier that he felt uncomfortable just with holding his pencil. Similar to how many new writers find themselves
horrified by the blank word document before them, drawing from reference might help him take his first steps with a little more confidence.
And I agree it's great that he's starting with colour right out of the gate. Due to my weeb days I obsessively drew in black and white, and I'm paying for it now.
But yeah, great post and great advice!

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)11:10:24 No.35613281 >>35613329

>>35613265
It doesn't matter what you're drawing with, could be typing the vector math personally for all I know, flipping affects visuals. The traditional version of this is using a lightbox (so that the art shows through the paper) and flipping the sheet.

Krita, FireAlpaca and MediBang Paint are free art program options.
>>35613233
Also, correction: tracing isn't even with a sketch, it's with lineart; with a sketch you still have to choose which specific line out of many possibilities looks good (FYI this is why sketches often look better/get more upvotes - everyone's
brain picks the possibilities they favor the most) while with lineart it's already chosen.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)11:16:29 No.35613294 >>35613296 >>35613311

I think it would be a good idea to agree on a date where everyone can post their artworks on their own pages and whatnot. What about Aug 1st? Or is that too early?

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)11:17:34 No.35613296

>>35613294
Usually 1-2 weeks i think is pretty standard for pay what you want stuff so Aug 1st-ish seems about right.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)11:18:52 No.35613299 >>35613319 >>35613689 >>35613778 >>35614512 >>35614998 >>35615077
File: Report Sat.png (979 KB, 962x1631)

time for some afterparty drawfaggins

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)11:25:42 No.35613311

>>35613294
Seems fine. Probably don't want it too long anyway. Of course the drama seems neverending.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)11:31:11 No.35613319

>>35613299
those are some thicc thighs

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)11:31:54 No.35613322 >>35613329 >>35613426

>>35613233
this is very good advice.
>>35613265
tracing is a bit of a meme. it might serve you for a bit but you're not learning anything other than maybe how to memory draw that specific object and you aren't actually understanding it. You won't improve off tracing, see toxicmario.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)11:34:00 No.35613326 >>35613330 >>35613426 >>35613445 >>35613824 >>35614226
File: aryanne at work.jpg (3.43 MB, 3840x2160)

I missed the deadline, just fucking kill me please.

 DTL 07/16/20(Thu)11:34:49 No.35613329 >>35613342

>>35613281
I'll have to check some of those programs out.

>>35613322
Why would people even meme it? Some sort of shitty hazing ritual? Artistic Nihilism gone wrong?

>>35613315 → >>35612853
You super late bro. I like it.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)11:35:06 No.35613330

>>35613326
seeing aryanne so happy makes me so happy

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)11:41:59 No.35613342 >>35613426

>>35613329
because it's controversial and everyone gets mad about it.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)11:51:33 No.35613356 >>35613954
File: 10.png (1.25 MB, 7496x5464)

I want to breed Aryanne

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)11:55:19 No.35613368

>>35612897
Its funny cuz I think 6 presentes a better look into the contents of the artpack...

>T. I made the 4th one

 Adarkone 07/16/20(Thu)12:01:03 No.35613378 >>35613426 >>35613465

>>35612943
Maybe "pro-artist freedom" artpack sounds better?

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)12:22:08 No.35613426 >>35613436 >>35613465

>>35613322
Admittedly toxicmario wasn't just tracing, it was doing the same few things over and over and over and refusing to come out of his comfort zone or listen to critique of any kind.
But the rest is right yes.
>>35613326
Aryanne will put you to the wall... last.
>>35613342
This. Also a bit of bait, to see how people react, since someone endorsing or defending tracing isn't likely to ever end up a good artist until they change that position.
>>35613378
"Freedom of expression" methinks.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)12:26:01 No.35613436

>>35613426
>it was doing the same few things over and over and over and refusing to come out of his comfort zone or listen to critique of any kind.
P.S. One important thing about this is; if you're not actively improving and trying new/refreshing disused things, your skills will very, very slowly degrade.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)12:29:35 No.35613445

>>35613326
Added.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)12:40:27 No.35613465 >>35613489 >>35613620

>>35613378
>>35613426
"Artistic Freedom" or "Creative Freedom" maybe?

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)12:56:13 No.35613489

>>35613465
While the pack is expressing creative/artistic freedom, the overarching point is that everyone should be allowed to express themselves.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)14:08:27 No.35613620

>>35613465
Seconding this

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)14:33:00 No.35613670 >>35613680 >>35613685

links ded
OP scammed us all

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)14:38:36 No.35613680 >>35613685

>>35613670
>>35613169
They're down for longer than they expected it seems.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)14:39:55 No.35613685 >>35613694

>>35613670
Main doc with all links:
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1V-5XwI17-kNqErAD2Rsa3V-z05CMJXKHxeQOeVle3Lc
>>35613680
Yeah, derpy.me fucking let us down

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)14:40:16 No.35613686

>>35612852 →
nigga you have time until datte wakes up to post :^)

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)14:41:00 No.35613689

>>35613299
This desperately needs both cutie marks.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)14:42:34 No.35613694 >>35613747

>>35613685
Is every anchored post in?

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)15:08:15 No.35613747

>>35613694
Eh, it seems that it has old links, because I can't access the Mega folder.
I have a downloaded Release folder, but it is outdated, so I can check only the old posts.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)15:09:41 No.35613753 >>35613807 >>35613810

https://kiwiirc.com/client/irc.rizon.net/marenheit451
I'm hanging out in IRC for probably most of the day, in case anyone feels like hanging out until Datte's stream starts

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)15:22:59 No.35613778

>>35613299
WEW that is some good shit

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)15:46:50 No.35613807 >>35613827 >>35613960

>>35613753
How long until Dattes stream? How many hours?

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)15:49:17 No.35613810 >>35613960
File: done.png (16 KB, 400x400)

>>35613753
>tfw gonna be gone for the stream
and for days after
>won't be able to fully watch what
happens
have fun for me boys

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)16:00:15 No.35613824 >>35613829 >>35614226

>>35613326
that should be nonponies in there, anon :(

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)16:01:21 No.35613827 >>35613834

>>35613807
Nine and a half hours

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)16:02:12 No.35613829 >>35614226

>>35613824
After everything that has happened, they are nonponiesunpersons to me.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)16:05:29 No.35613834 >>35613965

>>35613827
>3 am for me
Goddamn murriturd timezones

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)16:49:12 No.35613919
File: 1594394895076.png (132 KB, 500x281)

Looking forward to the release, plus the meltdown
Twitter and might have.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)16:58:31 No.35613954

>>35613356
You and I both

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)17:00:58 No.35613960 >>35613965 >>35613982
File: Screenshot_20200704_002931.jpg (68 KB, 570x550)

REMINDER

>FREE REQUEST STREAM WILL BE IN EIGHT AND A HALF HOURS
>BRING YOUR OWN BOOZE GET PLASTERED WITH US
>YOU MUST BE IN THE PICARTO CHAT TO GET A REQUEST, SO MAKE SURE TO MAKE AN ACCOUNT BEFOREHAND SINCE GUEST POSTING HAS BEEN
DISABLED SINCE JANUARY
>TRY NOT POSTING THE LINK ANYWHERE ELSE, THIS IS FOR YOU GUYS AS A THANK YOU

>>35612866
I will be using this link to download the file and upload it to eJunkie once I get off work and get on my compooter

You lads have until 4:00pm to add or remove anything into it cos that's the state I'll be downloading it in

>>35613810
Where you goin, anon? I'll miss you :c

>>35613807
Gonna start streaming around 4:30pm PST and try to go for at least 6 and a half hours straight, maybe more. Depend on how drunk I get. I'm on the keto diet rn so my liver is at PEAK efficiency.

 Dattebayo !!vUEQoF03bj9 07/16/20(Thu)17:02:15 No.35613965 >>35613978

>>35613960
I hate trips. Keep forgetting to apply them

>>35613834
Take a nap beforehand and set an alarm, anon

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)17:03:49 No.35613978 >>35614065

>>35613965
Nah, fuck you burgernigger.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)17:04:19 No.35613982 >>35614065

>>35613960
to the forbidden realm known as Ohio

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)17:25:53 No.35614065 >>35614125
File: Screenshot_20200626_200209.jpg (29 KB, 326x338)

>>35613982
No internet over there?

>>35613978
I wouldn't want you to miss the stream just because you choose to come from an
interior country, Anon

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)17:50:40 No.35614125

>>35614065
Since it's about Aryanne, it should be comfortable to watch in the German timezone you mutt.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)18:27:14 No.35614222 >>35614237 >>35614238

>>35612853
Because of course the first version I post is fucked. Good job me.

Not sure if this still goes in, but I just couldn't help myself making another

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)18:28:36 No.35614226
File: 1592760708032.jpg (45 KB, 791x648)

>>35613326
>>35613824
>>35613829
I had a lot more planned when I started yesterday, but even this half-assed version kept me up past 2am. I'm glad I could contribute
something tho, even if it's shit

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)18:31:51 No.35614237 >>35614247

>>35614222
uh

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)18:32:10 No.35614238 >>35614247 >>35614283 >>35614311 >>35614468 >>35615077
File: AryLuftkriegNuzzle.png (226 KB, 996x1415)

>>35614222
I am going to mcfucking killmyself

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)18:34:54 No.35614247

>>35614237
Not even my trips could save me from my own stupidity

>>35612853
anchoring >>35614238

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)18:45:30 No.35614283

>>35614238
Cute

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)18:56:09 No.35614311

>>35614238
>kissu

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)19:13:10 No.35614359 >>35614362 >>35614468 >>35615077
File: OutOfTheGenePool.png (1.03 MB, 3000x1950)

>>35612853
It's too late for the pack, but enjoy this /d/ I did anyway.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)19:14:08 No.35614362

>>35614359
Is a good image. I lol'd

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)19:18:21 No.35614378 >>35614383

based

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)19:19:29 No.35614383 >>35614384

>>35614378
And

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)19:20:04 No.35614384

>>35614383
redpilled

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)19:21:06 No.35614388 >>35614399 >>35614462

So it the thing online now?

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)19:23:13 No.35614399 >>35614459

>>35614388
This fucking 3!

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)19:36:21 No.35614449 >>35614482

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6WYMgcZgXOg [Embed]

 Dattebayo !!vUEQoF03bj9 07/16/20(Thu)19:40:23 No.35614459

>>35614399
It'll be online once I get home from work at 4:00pm PST

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)19:40:44 No.35614462 >>35614465 >>35614469 >>35614486 >>35614495

>>35614388
Not yet. Datte is going to come back from work at 4pm PST and download the thing then, so there's a small extension to get things in and ready to go. We should talk about how we're going to handle the add banner for the boorus

If you're reading this, Datte, use the 4th image here since it seems to be the winner by a good stretch >>35612897 It's in the mega provided. The rest of you lot get your booze ready and your errands sorted out.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)19:41:52 No.35614465

>>35614462
already chilling mine in the fridge

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)19:43:13 No.35614468

>>35612866
Hey, meganon, are these two going to be added in or not?

>>35614238
>>35614359

 Dattebayo !!vUEQoF03bj9 07/16/20(Thu)19:43:26 No.35614469 >>35614471 >>35614475 >>35614495
File: Screenshot_20200716_103322.jpg (41 KB, 720x788)

>>35614462
Rodger rodger

Shit boys,.I'm nervouscited.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)19:45:10 No.35614471 >>35614481

>>35614469
same dude. Been an honor being part of this

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)19:45:50 No.35614475

>>35614469
glorious happening imminent

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)19:48:38 No.35614481 >>35614489 >>35614496 >>35614701

>>35614471
Does it count to be part of this if I've just given some spelling corrections and shitposted the majority of the time?

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)19:48:53 No.35614482

>>35614449
What is this Nazi saying?

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)19:51:00 No.35614486 >>35614495
File: file.png (19 KB, 1259x259)

>>35614462
so 8hrs from now?

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)19:52:17 No.35614489

>>35614481
absolutely. Shitposting is a valuable contribution!

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)19:53:15 No.35614495 >>35615077

>>35614462
>>35614469
Small edit to make the "c" in "charity" lowercase: https://u.smutty.horse/lwanqurrtfy.png

>>35614486
It's currently about 11 AM PDT, so about five hours from now.

 Dattebayo !!vUEQoF03bj9 07/16/20(Thu)19:53:27 No.35614496 >>35614499 >>35614701

>>35614481
Absolutely, Anon. It's why all of you guys are invited to the stream, not just artists or writefriends.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)19:53:57 No.35614499 >>35614551

>>35614496
>It's why all of you guys are invited to the stream
what stream?

 MKogwheel 07/16/20(Thu)19:54:57 No.35614503 >>35614516 >>35615077 >>35616110
File: political compass centric(...).png (994 KB, 1757x1757)

>>35612866
>>35612853
Since it’s edittable until 4pm, can I resubmit my final piece?
With minor fixes

 MKogwheel 07/16/20(Thu)19:56:12 No.35614512 >>35615006

>>35613299
That’s some thicc ass mare, hot

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)19:56:49 No.35614516 >>35614544

>>35614503
For the AnCap poner, maybe change "Money" to "Bits"?

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)20:03:20 No.35614544

>>35614516
Bits are the currency, but the concept of money is universal

 Dattebayo !!vUEQoF03bj9 07/16/20(Thu)20:04:57 No.35614551 >>35614567 >>35614570 >>35615457

>>35614499
I was gonna say "Anon pls, read up" but your double dubs demand I tell you what's up

Basically I'm gonna run a request stream from 4:30pm-10:00pm (Pacific standard) as a thank you to everyone for making all this possible

It's gonna.be on Picarto so make sure you have an account there, that's where I'll be raffling

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)20:10:38 No.35614567

>>35614551
praise thy dubs for saving me from my tism thanks for the reply i'll be there

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)20:12:04 No.35614570

>>35614551
I'll be there as well

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)20:48:59 No.35614701 >>35614740

>>35614481
>>35614496
This. If it wasn't you mad lads posting hate from twitter and shitposting up a storm to keep the thread active and afloat with ideas, this project wouldn't have been half as fun. Besides all we did was shitpost with a visual medium. You
deserve it just as much as anyone.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)21:00:19 No.35614740 >>35614917 >>35614924 >>35615077

>>35614701

https://mlpol.net/mlpol/252782#276043

Ary Nudes

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)21:13:02 No.35614809

>>35614790

To be fair he said he had trouble with it.

 Dattebayo !!vUEQoF03bj9 07/16/20(Thu)21:32:36 No.35614899 >>35614946 >>35614989 >>35615115 >>35615199 >>35615340 >>35615470 >>35615714 >>35615761

So I decided I will be making a single use Discord server just for the stream so that we can hang out on voice and shitpost along with the Picarto chat.

If you are a writefriend who wants to read one of the stories out loud or an artfriend who wants to help me give out requests, send me a message on Derpi or Ponybooru with your Discord ID (and then say so here in case I forget to do
check either) so I can invite you.

So far, we only got:

Me (Datte)
Rhorse

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)21:33:04 No.35614903

>>35613093
by that logic should "Some Like It Red Hot" go in nsfw as well?

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)21:34:20 No.35614917

>>35614740
>>35612853

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)21:36:46 No.35614924
File: 1555773570948.png (942 KB, 1500x1200)

>>35614740
nice

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)21:42:05 No.35614946 >>35614982 >>35614989
File: dicksword.png (519 KB, 1280x1027)

>>35614899
just use kiwi irc

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)21:49:23 No.35614982 >>35614989

>>35614946
I don't know what that is and I'm a huge technologically illiterate retard.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)21:50:37 No.35614989

>>35614899
>>35614946
>>35614982
that or that one script for the picarto irc

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)21:52:03 No.35614998

>>35613299
>>35612853

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)21:53:11 No.35615006

>>35614512
years of consuming pabbles ponies

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)22:06:19 No.35615077 >>35615085

>>35613299
>>35614238
>>35614359
>>35614495
>>35614503
>>35614740
I've updated the Mega and Release Zip.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)22:07:17 No.35615085

>>35615077
Thank you man, I appreciate it a lot!

 JoyAnon 07/16/20(Thu)22:11:51 No.35615115 >>35615126
File: dammitwhy.jpg (4 KB, 225x225)

>>35614899
>tfw my laptop's microphone
doesn't work
>tfw I don't have a microphone
Well fuck, I guess I should just
kill myself then
Looking forward to the stream
my dude

 Dattebayo !!vUEQoF03bj9 07/16/20(Thu)22:12:57 No.35615122 >>35615265

The roster now includes (so far):

Me (Datte)
Rhorse
Crade
AnonTheAnon

 Dattebayo !!vUEQoF03bj9 07/16/20(Thu)22:13:58 No.35615126 >>35615154

>>35615115
Shit man, think you can go out and get a cheap one real quick? I can always forward you some dough. Pay me back whenever.

 JoyAnon 07/16/20(Thu)22:19:56 No.35615154 >>35615185

>>35615126
Nah man, it's alright, I appreciate the gesture though

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)22:24:38 No.35615185
File: download.png (2 KB, 225x225)

>>35615154

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)22:27:00 No.35615199

>>35614899
Check your derpifag nerd

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)22:39:10 No.35615265

>>35615122
just messaged you on derpi

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)22:48:52 No.35615330 >>35615362 >>35615397 >>35617225

The roster now includes (so far):

Me (Datte)
Rhorse
Crade
AnonTheAnon
JoyAnon
Lyrabop
Bobson Dugnut

With special drunken fic reading by Wolvan

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)22:50:40 No.35615340 >>35615365

>>35614899
What is your user account on Ponybooru, fren?

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)22:53:53 No.35615362 >>35615372

>>35615330
I have not pulled out my booze yet but if I'm supposed to be drunk already, I think I need to step it up a notch

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)22:54:12 No.35615365 >>35615373 >>35615737 >>35615747

>>35615340
Same as this, Datte-Before-Dawn

https://ponybooru.org/profiles/Datte-dash-Before-dash-Dawn

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)22:55:14 No.35615372

>>35615362
Nah not yet, I'm personally gonna start drinking as soon as I press "Start Streaming"

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)22:55:19 No.35615373

>>35615365
Thanks, Google didn't pull it up

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)22:59:24 No.35615397 >>35615458

>>35615330
link?

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)23:06:58 No.35615451 >>35615458 >>35615470
File: d5j7otf-248e69b4-be1a-4bc(...).jpg (317 KB, 813x1175)

>>35612851 (OP)
Thank you!
Please enjoy this pic as payment

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)23:07:31 No.35615457 >>35615461

>>35614551

Is the stream today? It starts in roughly an hour, right?

https://picarto.tv/Dattebayo

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)23:07:30 No.35615458

>>35615397 >>35615451

It'll be right over thereby when it happens
https://picarto.tv/Dattebayo

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)23:08:11 No.35615461 >>35615465

>>35615457
2h

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)23:09:11 No.35615465 >>35615471 >>35615474

>>35615461
at 7 PM? I'll go ask and make sure nothing is going on and I can make it.

 DTL 07/16/20(Thu)23:09:40 No.35615470 >>35615485

>>35614899
>dicksword
Never been on discord before. Might pussy out in the middle of it. Check your derpi messages

>>35615451
>no hooves

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)23:09:56 No.35615471

>>35615465
Bring booze!

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)23:10:09 No.35615474 >>35615479 >>35615486

>>35615465
what timezone

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)23:10:42 No.35615478

I just asked and I might be a little late because dinner but I can make it there!

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)23:11:05 No.35615479

>>35615474
read, nigga, read

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)23:11:22 No.35615481

>tfw wrong timezone

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)23:11:42 No.35615485 >>35615494 >>35615501

Is Twitter currently targeting the mega accounts hosting the images?
I can offer my webserver for temporary upload/download space via ftp.
Mega Anon can reach me on IRC

>>35615470
yo, you still got your name on m8

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)23:11:45 No.35615486 >>35615495

>>35615474
I'm EST, and they're Pacific so it's 5 PM now and I guess it'll be at 7:30 PM then

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)23:13:19 No.35615494

>>35615485
what do you mean?

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)23:13:21 No.35615495

>>35615486
k thanks m8

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)23:14:31 No.35615501 >>35615520

>>35615485
Don't give them ideas.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)23:19:04 No.35615520 >>35615573

>>35615501
already happened. but i think hes talking about it being down because of derpy.me again

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)23:31:27 No.35615573 >>35615607

>>35615520
>https://derpy.me/OuNiA
why isn't derpy.me working anyway?

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)23:32:49 No.35615579 >>35615583

So it's done done? I can go to the Mega archive link and It's complete?

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)23:34:29 No.35615583 >>35615587

>>35615579
Seems like no one else wants to make last second additions

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)23:35:42 No.35615587 >>35615609

>>35615583
last minute requests? Can we get aryanne arguing with another pony on the origins of the name "Hamburger"?

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)23:42:08 No.35615607

>>35615573
down so they can move the servers

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)23:42:17 No.35615609

>>35615587
There will be a stream where you can make requests.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)23:44:02 No.35615613 >>35615675 >>35615753

Can you upload the stream?

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)00:03:51 No.35615675

>>35615613
someone could record the streams like the /mlp/ con

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)00:04:30 No.35615679

when is the pack likely to be released for donations?

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)00:12:36 No.35615714 >>35615720 >>35615737

>>35614899
>Dattebayo
Can't find it on ponybooru.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)00:13:59 No.35615720 >>35615728 >>35615739

>>35615714
datte-before-dawn

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)00:16:47 No.35615728 >>35615734 >>35615739

>>35615720
Can't access that page on ponybooru. That's, odd.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)00:18:51 No.35615734

>>35615728
https://ponybooru.org/search?q=artist%3Adatte-before-dawn

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)00:19:19 No.35615737 >>35615748

>>35615714
>>35615365

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)00:19:23 No.35615739 >>35615747

>>35615720
>>35615728
For context, I'm going to a user's profile page, then putting in "datte-before-dawn" in replace of the profile name. Still nothing.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)00:21:39 No.35615747

>>35615739
>>35615365

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)00:21:41 No.35615748

>>35615737
Ah thanks. Sneaky bastard made his name more complicated.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)00:22:42 No.35615753

>>35615613
I'll attempt to. Will upload to PonyTube after.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)00:26:47 No.35615761 >>35615792

>>35614899
Do I have to contribute anything to be allowed to join the Discord?

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)00:26:51 No.35615762

>lulcow joins the discord
oh no

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)00:36:06 No.35615792 >>35615796 >>35615978

>>35615761
Nah but you at least have to commit.to doing.requests for people

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)00:36:51 No.35615796 >>35615820

>>35615792
I'm not an artist tho

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)00:40:51 No.35615820 >>35615826 >>35615830

>>35615796
These days the only prerequisite for that title is being able to put lines on a page.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)00:42:29 No.35615826 >>35615855

>>35615820
What if I can draw but can't actually put lines on a page?

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)00:43:21 No.35615830
File: 1592848800368.png (37 KB, 540x540)

>>35615820
I don't even have a
bloody microphone to
that

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)00:43:57 No.35615832 >>35615837

Auf der Heide blüht ein kleines Blümelein!

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)00:45:21 No.35615837 >>35615845

>>35615832
auf der Heide steht ein kleines PONYLEIN!

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)00:46:54 No.35615845 >>35615858

>>35615837
Und das heißt

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)00:48:19 No.35615855
File: durp.png (417 KB, 2442x2075)

>>35615826
I don't know.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)00:49:02 No.35615858 >>35615874

>>35615845
Aryanne!

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)00:52:03 No.35615874

>>35615858
Heiß von hunderderttausend Anonlein
Wird umschwärt

 Dattebayo !!vUEQoF03bj9 07/17/20(Fri)01:00:26 No.35615912 >>35615944 >>35615957

Was told to use Number 4 instead because the friendship windmills in 3 will get it booted from eJunkie (they specifically ban "nazi paraphernalia")

 Dattebayo !!vUEQoF03bj9 07/17/20(Fri)01:01:54 No.35615926

Download of the file has started. Submissions are now officially closed.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)01:05:49 No.35615944 >>35615952

>>35615912
I mean, I could do a quick edit of #3 with the windmills shaved off if you'd like. Doesn't have to go in the pack, even.

 Dattebayo !!vUEQoF03bj9 07/17/20(Fri)01:07:08 No.35615952 >>35615954 >>35615974

>>35615944
Can it be as quick as 5 mins?

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)01:07:34 No.35615954 >>35615974

>>35615952
ye, already got it up in Photoshop

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)01:08:24 No.35615957 >>35615965

>>35615912
#4 still has her cutie mark, complete with windmill.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)01:09:57 No.35615965

>>35615957
They're numbered differently in the mega

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)01:11:31 No.35615974 >>35615985

>>35615954
>>35615952
https://u.smutty.horse/lwaqedhjkbn.png

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)01:12:08 No.35615978

>>35615792
You don't have to. We have a read fag. If you're willing to vocally shitpost and/or read yourself. You're good. The more the merrier.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)01:13:32 No.35615985 >>35615993 >>35616003 >>35616031

>>35615974
just do the heil hortler swastica. this looks like we're self censoring ina free speech pack

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)01:14:44 No.35615993

>>35615985
This.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)01:16:44 No.35616003

>>35615985
Or just don't give the site a reason to remove it instead

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)01:20:00 No.35616021 >>35616031

>censoring in a free speech pack
bruh

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)01:21:48 No.35616031 >>35616035

>>35615985
That's how Ary's cutie mark looks in all the normalfag-safe art of her, so it's fine

>>35616021
Feel free to open your own competing e-commerce platform in the next few minutes

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)01:23:02 No.35616035 >>35616038

>>35616031
fuck off. rather use the runner up then be a cuck

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)01:23:40 No.35616038 >>35616046

>>35616035
Using the runner-up is still self-censoring, dipshit

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)01:24:29 No.35616045 >>35616050
File: extrEMELYFASTMONCHING.gif (329 KB, 1500x1000)

yes fight! fight!!!

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)01:24:34 No.35616046 >>35616059

>>35616038
>using content made already with no edits is censoring
you have no idea what that words mean retard

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)01:25:34 No.35616050 >>35616071

>>35616045
the pack is finished, we can all go back to yelling at each other now

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)01:26:38 No.35616054

At what time is the stream? Is anything going on in the Discord? If yes, check your Ponibooru message, Datte

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)01:28:01 No.35616059 >>35616075

>>35616046
>oops that flyer/book/art isn't PC enough, better use another one and pretend the first doesn't exist
Yes, it's still censorship even if you didn't have to open Photoshop to do it

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)01:30:09 No.35616071

>>35616050
seems like it fag

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)01:30:09 No.35616072

Link to the stream?

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)01:30:16 No.35616075 >>35616087
File: 1e5839eac6bc22f0ef763a8b6(...).png (331 KB, 2400x2400)

>>35616059
>it would totally be censorship if 3
won the vote

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)01:31:00 No.35616078

Let's just focus on the censorship on Derpi. Doesn't do us any good if it's kicked off of ejunkie for the cover.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)01:31:19 No.35616084

https://picarto.tv/Dattebayo its STARTING GET IN FAGS

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)01:31:42 No.35616087

>>35616075
If you're swapping something out because it has contentious content, that is censorship. Is this hard? Are you ok?

 Dattebayo !!vUEQoF03bj9 07/17/20(Fri)01:35:56 No.35616101 >>35616109 >>35616114 >>35616115 >>35616133 >>35616135 >>35616143 >>35616164 >>35616172 >>35616183 >>35616185 >>35616284 >>35616319 >>35616341 >>35616354
>>35616388 >>35616572 >>35616590 >>35616734 >>35617455 >>35617659 >>35617716

The pack is live, boys.

https://www.fatfreecartpro.com/i/zss3

The stream is as well

https://picarto.tv/Dattebayo

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)01:36:55 No.35616109 >>35616124 >>35616474
File: file.png (2 KB, 176x44)

>>35616101
Typo

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)01:37:13 No.35616110

>>35614503
>Magazine upside down with lefty horse
Nice touch

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)01:38:12 No.35616114 >>35616124
File: 23ec80444849ba68e660a7144(...).jpg (352 KB, 1345x1140)

>>35616101
how did you typo when its right in
giant letters?

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)01:39:00 No.35616115

>>35616101
>>35612853
>>35612851 (OP)
HAPPENING

 Dattebayo !!vUEQoF03bj9 07/17/20(Fri)01:40:31 No.35616124 >>35616137

>>35616114
Im illiterate

>>35616109
Fixed
https://www.e-junkie.com/i/zss3?&card

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)01:40:40 No.35616125

The typo is fixed.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)01:42:38 No.35616133
File: 1593154880652.gif (217 KB, 234x216)

>>35616101
LET'S GO

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)01:43:33 No.35616135

>>35616101
Oh boy.
Time to tell Twitter so they can join in on the fun!

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)01:44:15 No.35616137 >>35616146 >>35616151

>>35616124
yo what if i want to pay 1 dolla or more to the pack, do i have to buy it again and again i really don't want to do that

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)01:44:44 No.35616143
File: bits.gif (490 KB, 599x486)

>>35616101
droppin mad stacks

 Dattebayo !!vUEQoF03bj9 07/17/20(Fri)01:44:53 No.35616146 >>35616149

>>35616137
No just change the amount

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)01:45:47 No.35616149

>>35616146
oh i see it now tyty

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)01:45:59 No.35616151 >>35616156 >>35616161

>>35616137
niga do you really not know how pay what you want works

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)01:47:13 No.35616156 >>35616161

>>35616151
Anon can't count very high.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)01:47:52 No.35616161

>>35616151
>>35616156
settle down nigs i already figured it out you'd have to excuse my retardation been a while since my last artpack

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)01:48:09 No.35616164

>>35616101
Heil charity.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)01:48:28 No.35616165 >>35616173 >>35616184 >>35616194 >>35616202
File: payment_proof_free_speech_pack.png (40 KB, 900x327)

Well, I've made my donation.

 sheeeiiit 07/17/20(Fri)01:50:06 No.35616172 >>35616181

>>35616101
wheres the free option

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)01:50:08 No.35616173
File: itjustkeepsgettingbetter.png (248 KB, 300x300)

>>35616165

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)01:51:54 No.35616181

>>35616172
If you pay with bitcoins you get double the amount back.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)01:52:06 No.35616183
File: 1456598485286.png (170 KB, 900x900)

>>35616101

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)01:52:24 No.35616184

>>35616165
did 14.88 as well.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)01:52:28 No.35616185

>>35616101
Wew. What a ride it's been.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)01:53:18 No.35616194 >>35616202 >>35616209
File: 1564010181121.png (55 KB, 2536x615)

>>35616165

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)01:54:29 No.35616202 >>35616209
File: meme nums for future dead(...).png (14 KB, 1255x261)

>>35616165
>>35616194

 Dattebayo !!vUEQoF03bj9 07/17/20(Fri)01:55:29 No.35616207 >>35616299

316 dollars so far

I love you guys

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)01:55:59 No.35616209
File: Hitler think you are great.jpg (18 KB, 300x428)

>>35616194
Nice.

>>35616202
Extra-nice.
Let me find a picture of Hitler in a 69, it must
exist somewhere.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)01:57:21 No.35616218

Was gonna do 14.88 but I'm a poorfag so I could only afford 5

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)01:57:44 No.35616220
File: Capture+_2020-07-16-16-56-55.png (185 KB, 1345x2229)

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)01:57:45 No.35616221 >>35616229 >>35616254

Twitter know about it yet?

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)01:58:27 No.35616226

20 dollars, glad to be a part of it as the pills comic artist!

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)01:59:22 No.35616229 >>35616254

>>35616221
someone should announce it

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)02:00:41 No.35616234

Picarto is making registering difficult for some reason

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)02:01:45 No.35616241 >>35616245 >>35616249 >>35616253
File: file.png (3 KB, 371x39)

gay

 Dattebayo !!vUEQoF03bj9 07/17/20(Fri)02:02:14 No.35616245

>>35616241
Its been disabled since January because Picarto is gay

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)02:03:11 No.35616249

>>35616241
you can use temp email iirc

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)02:03:59 No.35616253

>>35616241
>not following artists you dig
bigger gay

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)02:04:00 No.35616254 >>35616261 >>35616300
File: yes.png (29 KB, 867x171)

>>35616221
>>35616229

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)02:04:53 No.35616257 >>35616266 >>35616298

Is it just me or is the stream and audio constantly dropping?

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)02:05:38 No.35616261 >>35616294

>>35616254
you need the cover of the pack as a pic for it to catch attention, and link to the front page https://www.e-junkie.com/i/zss3?&card

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)02:05:59 No.35616266 >>35616275

>>35616257
Try switching to the mp4 stream.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)02:07:57 No.35616275

>>35616266
Already am

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)02:09:26 No.35616284
File: Windmill of frens.png (4 KB, 642x81)

>>35616101
They'll tell the story of tonight Slav fag reporting in

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)02:11:14 No.35616292
File: pack.png (13 KB, 927x340)

Thanks guys for the
pack, it was pretty
fun!

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)02:11:19 No.35616294 >>35616300 >>35616303
File: yes mk2.png (193 KB, 871x568)

>>35616261
Good point.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)02:12:05 No.35616298

>>35616257
Me, too.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)02:12:14 No.35616299

>>35616207
how much does clop for a cause make on average?

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)02:12:19 No.35616300 >>35616310 >>35616311
File: Friendship Matter.png (391 KB, 714x418)

>>35616254
>>35616294
Someone need to link the artpack pic & announcement to Dilaterus, EqD,
Woot, and TheAtlantic.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)02:12:31 No.35616303
File: smuggest.jpg (31 KB, 213x213)

>>35616294
nice, thanks

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)02:13:06 No.35616307

Are most people using picarto chat or the irc? And how do I install the irc if more people are on that?

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)02:13:42 No.35616310

>>35616300
Dildosaurus has me blocked, and I'm pretty sure woot blocked me as well kek

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)02:13:43 No.35616311

>>35616300
Nah, cap the amount of money this pack is making compared to Dilatreus's BLM failure and show him who made more.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)02:15:01 No.35616319

>>35616101
Will buy it tomorow or something.

 Dattebayo !!vUEQoF03bj9 07/17/20(Fri)02:16:40 No.35616332 >>35616338 >>35616365 >>35616461
File: 1.png (26 KB, 645x478)

First wave of Proof. We have 650+ bucks so far, holy shit

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)02:16:55 No.35616335 >>35616342 >>35616346
File: Marenheit 451.png (22 KB, 746x571)

1 fucking terabyte!?
What am I made of? Disk drive?
[Icecube][peach]

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)02:17:47 No.35616338

>>35616332
I love it when a plan comes together.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)02:18:15 No.35616341

>>35616101
THE RIDE HAS JUST BEGUN!

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)02:18:25 No.35616342 >>35616396

>>35616335
Uh, its a gigabyte

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)02:19:07 No.35616346 >>35616396

>>35616335
>terabyte
Uh....

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)02:19:10 No.35616348 >>35616599 >>35616645
File: Screenshot (80).png (18 KB, 1305x305)

I'm doing my part.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)02:19:24 No.35616354

>>35616101
I'd love to support it, but no job at the moment because of the virus. Best of luck to you guys.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)02:22:17 No.35616365 >>35616369 >>35616376 >>35616392
File: 1568619442768.png (515 KB, 958x1024)

>>35616332
Horses getting money too, right?

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)02:23:19 No.35616367
File: rainbowugh.jpg (157 KB, 1800x1136)

>paypal doesn't like
my card
Ah well.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)02:23:33 No.35616369

>>35616365
Yeah, Datte just said they don't take paypal so he'll pay via debit card and post proof. Just mentioned it on the stream.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)02:25:08 No.35616376

Picarto won't send me any activation emails REEEE
>>35616365
Yes

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)02:25:09 No.35616377 >>35616385 >>35616386
File: file.png (8 KB, 324x54)

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)02:26:25 No.35616384
File: 1413309003779.gif (184 KB, 278x285)

>itt

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)02:26:37 No.35616385

>>35616377
Based unusual ally

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)02:26:38 No.35616386

>>35616377
literally worse than Hitler.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)02:26:40 No.35616387 >>35616398
File: MLPOL victory shower.jpg (2.2 MB, 4000x3000)

Pananovich here.
Congratulations for everyone who participated and contributed to the pack, and the cause, and specially for those who organized it from scratch. It may be one of the biggest art pack ever done by this fandom, if
not the biggest one so far (I am not very aware desu). I already paid for it and I am amazed by how much content there is inside. I hope there could be a second one in the future. I would love to do more content for
next time.
Pic somewhat related

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)02:26:42 No.35616388

>>35616101
I can hear females. I though this was a boys only club?

 Dattebayo !!vUEQoF03bj9 07/17/20(Fri)02:27:05 No.35616392 >>35616395 >>35616461
File: 2.png (35 KB, 1121x350)

>>35616365
Hell yeah, Anon

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)02:27:50 No.35616395
File: 1591297878038.gif (183 KB, 600x426)

>>35616392

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)02:28:04 No.35616396

>>35616342
>>35616346
Nevermind, I'm just stupid...

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)02:28:18 No.35616398

>>35616387
If there is a second one I will fucking learn how to draw just to be able to contribute something

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)02:29:52 No.35616401 >>35616409

Has a promo been uploaded to all the boorus yet?

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)02:30:16 No.35616407
File: I'm helping.png (28 KB, 1236x547)

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)02:30:18 No.35616408

Is it ok if i buy it tomorow or something?

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)02:30:47 No.35616409

>>35616401
nope but im on it

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)02:30:53 No.35616410 >>35616417 >>35616418 >>35616420 >>35616421 >>35616422 >>35616425 >>35616427 >>35616428 >>35616430 >>35616431 >>35616433 >>35616434 >>35616435 >>35616442 >>35616443
>>35616446 >>35616448 >>35616451 >>35616470 >>35616474 >>35616486 >>35616488 >>35616489 >>35616512 >>35616519 >>35616538 >>35616645 >>35616929 >>35617272
File: heil_hoofler.png (98 KB, 1908x672)

We must secure the existence of our ponies and the future of our fandom.
Heil Hoofler!

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)02:31:41 No.35616413 >>35616432 >>35616450
File: 4smol.png (2.47 MB, 2000x3175)

Big question guys:
Default filter on PonyBooru hides nazi, oc:aryanne, and grimdark, so it looks like even pic related, the tamest out of our options, would be blocked by the filter (and also probably wouldn't
get featured).

So what do we do? Could remove Aryanne getting burned in the reflection and just have the fire? Would probably be golden then.

Also, apparently it's taking around 20 hours for the thumbnails to pop up, so it'd probably go up tomorrow.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)02:32:44 No.35616417
File: 1415654204762.gif (1.68 MB, 300x259)

>>35616410

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)02:32:50 No.35616418
File: 658187.gif (97 KB, 600x600)

>>35616410
holy fuck anon

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)02:32:53 No.35616420

>>35616410
Holy fucking wew

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)02:33:17 No.35616421
File: 1557744656004.png (454 KB, 1200x850)

>>35616410
Holy based!

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)02:33:17 No.35616422 >>35616438
File: hwat.jpg (69 KB, 725x904)

>>35616410
>thought the decimal was in a weird
place for a second
how do you have this much money to
toss at horses

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)02:33:40 No.35616425

>>35616410
holy based

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)02:33:43 No.35616427
File: yes.gif (1.7 MB, 500x375)

>>35616410

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)02:33:44 No.35616428
File: 1594085939290.jpg (14 KB, 250x221)

>>35616410
Oh mein Gott

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)02:33:56 No.35616430

>>35616410
>it's real

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)02:33:57 No.35616431

>>35616410
Anon you are a true american hero

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)02:34:08 No.35616432 >>35616436

>>35616413
Big question: if PonyBooru rejects the pic as is, doesn't it mean they are the same faggots as Derpibooru?

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)02:34:21 No.35616433

>>35616410
If this isn't some html editing and whatnot, then holy shit Anon.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)02:34:26 No.35616434

>>35616410
BASED AND REDPILLED

 Dattebayo !!vUEQoF03bj9 07/17/20(Fri)02:34:32 No.35616435 >>35616439 >>35616444 >>35616446 >>35616448 >>35616475 >>35616485 >>35616512 >>35616519
File: WTF.png (27 KB, 418x501)

>>35616410
ANON WHAT THE FUCK

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)02:35:01 No.35616436

>>35616432
no anon, it just won't be featured

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)02:35:07 No.35616438 >>35616585

>>35616422
The anon just came into some Bitcoin, you may have heard about it on the news.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)02:35:16 No.35616439

>>35616435
THE ABSOLUTE MAD LAD

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)02:35:25 No.35616442 >>35616489
File: Boltman.png (138 KB, 349x415)

>>35616410
[Super Mario World theme
INTENSIFIES]

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)02:35:28 No.35616443
File: approved.png (167 KB, 402x600)

>>35616410
Holy fucking shit anon, you
absolute madman.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)02:35:31 No.35616444
File: 1592347207352.jpg (38 KB, 288x350)

>>35616435
ITS REAL omfg

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)02:36:29 No.35616445 >>35616473 >>35616485 >>35616487
File: file.png (9 KB, 256x103)

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)02:36:32 No.35616446

>>35616435
>>35616410
HOLY SHIT, LAD!

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)02:36:40 No.35616448

>>35616435
>>35616410
SUSPICIOUSLY RICH BRONIES

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)02:37:17 No.35616450 >>35616460 >>35616763

>>35616413
The only thing nazi in the image is the relection of Aryanne, and even then her cutie mark isn't shown. I don't see why it should be tagged nazi unless it's about the pack contents.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)02:37:17 No.35616451

>>35616410
WITNESSED

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)02:38:19 No.35616460

>>35616450
still would get
>grimdark
>burning pony

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)02:38:27 No.35616461 >>35616468 >>35616471

>>35616332
>>35616392
There are no taxes or other such things involved in these donations are there? Is it fine to send money little by little instead of in big waves?

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)02:38:37 No.35616462

>>35616457
>email

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)02:39:14 No.35616468

>>35616461
nope

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)02:39:18 No.35616470

>>35616410
Holy fucking shit. Witnessed.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)02:39:28 No.35616471

>>35616461
You can use donations as tax deductions, iirc, to a limit, however.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)02:39:31 No.35616473

>>35616445
I know everyone is creaming their pants (rightfully so) at the fucking grand and a half donation, but 100 is certainly nothing to sneer at.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)02:39:33 No.35616474 >>35616496 >>35616515 >>35617913
File: file.png (440 KB, 1266x896)

>>35616109
>>35616410
SEIG HEIL

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)02:39:38 No.35616475

>>35616435
Holy shit

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)02:41:08 No.35616485

>>35616435
>>35616445
The absolute audacity

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)02:41:10 No.35616486 >>35616534

>>35616410
SECRET NAZI GOLD

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)02:41:12 No.35616487

>>35616445
You're the best, Raptor

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)02:41:12 No.35616488

>>35616410
thank you

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)02:41:20 No.35616489
File: 1582755880515.png (270 KB, 400x473)

>>35616410
>>35616442

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)02:41:57 No.35616492
File: file.png (4 KB, 303x65)

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)02:42:53 No.35616496 >>35616508 >>35617877
File: when the cider hits just right.png (149 KB, 500x500)

>>35616474
>Aryanne grows bigger with the more that gets
donated
Haha what a concept haha

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)02:42:59 No.35616498

>>35616493
were not gonna doxx you anon stay safe

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)02:44:13 No.35616508

>>35616496
actually i pictured it like franzi's mecha aryanne which is causing destruction and bleeding eardrums every time it speaks

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)02:45:13 No.35616512 >>35616517 >>35616577
File: 123124235.jpg (92 KB, 640x596)

>>35616410
>>35616435
NOOOO THOSE MONEY SHOULD GO TO
THE BLM BAIL FUND

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)02:46:23 No.35616515
File: wetmane.png (279 KB, 688x483)

>>35616474
>yfw your eardrums explode from her thundeous
nazi-science robo-voice

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)02:46:28 No.35616517

>>35616512
nice mspaintTM skillz anon

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)02:47:32 No.35616519

>>35616435
>>35616410
WHAT THE FUCK?

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)02:49:41 No.35616534 >>35616541 >>35616550

>>35616486
>set aside treasure stash to help finance the rise of the Fourth Reich
>accidentally donate it to an MLP artpack almost a century later

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)02:50:49 No.35616538 >>35616573
File: Aryanne 1481925137002.png (336 KB, 950x1050)

>>35616410
I love you guys, I don't think I could
wish for better friends.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)02:51:07 No.35616541 >>35616548

>>35616534
>>accidentally

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)02:52:24 No.35616544 >>35616558 >>35616560 >>35616561 >>35616564 >>35616568

Alright boys, I'll be plugging this pack from my end of the spectrum. Never thought I would see the day I would defend a cute nazi pone from a mob.
https://www.fimfiction.net/blog/909804/marenheit-451-art-pack

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)02:53:04 No.35616548

>>35616541
Well, if Twitter's anything to go by, Aryanne *is* the primary recruitment tool for the NSDAP now so maybe this expenditure can still be accounted for in the budget.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)02:53:12 No.35616550

>>35616534
>Not knowing that /mlp/ is the heart of future NSFW-Ponialistic Worldwide Autist Party.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)02:54:10 No.35616558

>>35616544
use this link https://www.e-junkie.com/i/zss3?&card instead because it'll go to the cover art

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)02:54:20 No.35616560

>>35616544
We live in weird times.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)02:54:22 No.35616561

>>35616544
You're great

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)02:54:58 No.35616564
File: Kirin Pfft.png (149 KB, 768x1024)

>>35616544
Based tiddy

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)02:56:26 No.35616568

>>35616544
inb4 banned

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)02:57:11 No.35616572 >>35616580 >>35616586 >>35616588 >>35616730
File: 1580406756528.gif (1.01 MB, 504x278)

>>35616101
Well, it quite literally means I'll be eating noodles for a day or two but I pitched in my $14.88.

Neglected horses are suffering a hell of a lot more than I am, and freedom of expression is something horribly suppressed here and something I will always support if I can.

Thank you to everyone involved, artists, writers, and those who simply spoke up in support of this all. Never let go of your fight of freedom to express yourselves because I can tell you first hand from experience it will never turn out well
for you.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)02:57:59 No.35616573

>>35616538
I love you too, anon. /)

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)02:58:48 No.35616577 >>35616587

>>35616512
needs a female version with a beanie.

 Dattebayo !!vUEQoF03bj9 07/17/20(Fri)02:59:01 No.35616580
File: 3.png (31 KB, 1159x318)

Second round of donations to the
horse thing

>>35616572
Youre the best anon. Thank you for this selfless sacrifice.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)02:59:41 No.35616585

>>35616438
>/biz/-non steals from jews and gives to nazis.
This fucking timeline.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)02:59:50 No.35616586

>>35616572
Based anon laying up treasures in Equestria

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)02:59:51 No.35616587

>>35616577
but anon he stated he/him in his twitter handle

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:00:03 No.35616588
File: 1594325391682.png (149 KB, 640x480)

>>35616572

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:00:10 No.35616590
File: 1389767802150.png (1 MB, 782x1000)

>>35616101
donated.
thank you glorious faggots

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:01:42 No.35616596

So who is who on the stream? So far I only recognized crade

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:01:58 No.35616597 >>35616612 >>35616613

Hopefully the twitter niggers don't try and force the charities into turning down the donations, like what happened with the killstream and St. Jude.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:02:14 No.35616599

>>35616348
>not 148.80

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:02:42 No.35616601 >>35616604 >>35616610

A Successful Art Pack and Mandopedo getting exposed today is shaping up to be a good day

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:03:20 No.35616604 >>35616608 >>35616617

>>35616601
who?

 Dattebayo !!vUEQoF03bj9 07/17/20(Fri)03:03:38 No.35616607 >>35616950
File: 4.png (5 KB, 543x71)

God Im already drunk. More proof

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:03:41 No.35616608

>>35616604
lurk moar

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:03:47 No.35616610 >>35616616 >>35616625

>>35616601
Exposed? This some new drama?

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:04:00 No.35616612
File: lewd.gif (25 KB, 517x500)

>>35616597
What donations Anon?
We're all Larping here, Datte is clearly just posting
doctored screenshots.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:04:06 No.35616613 >>35616618

>>35616597
the comic book one would laugh at them
the horse one might bend the knee, which would sadly be fitting as these people have done nothing but make life worse for horses

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:04:11 No.35616614

The art pack that was organized in literally 2 weeks and it's made over $2500 while several other art packs struggle to get shit out in half a year.

You people are fucking insane and I love it.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:05:11 No.35616616 >>35616628

>>35616610
https://twitter.com/AndyExposing some bombshell of info has been dropped

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:05:20 No.35616617 >>35616629

>>35616604
Remember back in 2012 when the /b/reads started calling that youtube musician Mandopony a pedophile? There wasn't any reason for it, mostly to fuck with him.
Well eight years later it turns out they were right.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:05:27 No.35616618

>>35616613
Yeah, I'm not nearly as worried about the comic book one, but the horse one is something to be worried about. Hopefully the twitter faggots aren't loud enough.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:06:08 No.35616623 >>35616635 >>35616655
File: maren.png (82 KB, 843x499)

I did my part, anons

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:06:51 No.35616625

>>35616610
its been happening during the last few days
look up exposing andy stein on twitter

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:07:03 No.35616628 >>35616650

>>35616616
Wait, didn't we already know this when we found out he was dating Sweetie Belle's VA even though he's known her since she was a minor?

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:07:12 No.35616629

>>35616617
The accusation was /mlp/ did it. The only real thing that came from the archives were some people calling him creepy for how he acted around Creber. Funny enough, it was mando himself who started mandopedo. Even his mom
defended him.

 Dattebayo !!vUEQoF03bj9 07/17/20(Fri)03:07:19 No.35616632 >>35616639 >>35616640 >>35616641 >>35616642 >>35616644 >>35616646 >>35616654 >>35616656 >>35616657 >>35616658 >>35616677 >>35616688 >>35616945

I love all of you

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:07:35 No.35616635 >>35616648

>>35616623
>marenheit_451 (evaluation copy)
wtf anon, treat yourself to the full artpack and not just the trial. You deserve it.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:08:02 No.35616639

>>35616632
We love you too, you glorious fucking motherfucker

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:08:04 No.35616640

>>35616632
We love you too man. Keep those horses and comics safe.

God damn, watching this all come together has been incredible.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:08:26 No.35616641

>>35616632
y-you too

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:08:31 No.35616642

>>35616632
i love you too no homo okay maybe a little

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:09:02 No.35616644

>>35616632
Faggot

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:09:25 No.35616645
File: 132477967343-you're_not_a(...).png (99 KB, 770x700)

>>35616348
>>35616410

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:09:30 No.35616646

>>35616632
y-you too
s-senpai

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:09:38 No.35616648

>>35616635
kek

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:09:40 No.35616650

>>35616628
that isnt mandopony
you are thinking of black gryphon, who is also a pedo

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:10:08 No.35616654
File: whatsgoingoninthisthre.png (161 KB, 900x900)

>>35616632
/)

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:10:13 No.35616655 >>35616661 >>35616665 >>35616672

>>35616623
>Saving money by not buying WinRAR to send them to nazi horse
Right choice, anon.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:10:19 No.35616656
File: 1566427419008.png (67 KB, 773x1000)

>>35616632

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:10:28 No.35616657
File: lov.jpg (132 KB, 1200x1060)

>>35616632
Y-you too

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:10:28 No.35616658
File: 1589788610473.png (268 KB, 1800x1412)

>>35616632
Glorious!

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:11:08 No.35616661
File: dash_kekw.gif (379 KB, 400x252)

>>35616655

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:11:44 No.35616665 >>35616681

>>35616655
>not just using 7zip

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:11:58 No.35616668 >>35616670 >>35616673 >>35616696

I'm retarded, what exactly is the stream and its purpose

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:12:30 No.35616670
File: 1160328.gif (449 KB, 343x293)

>>35616668
Celebrate

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:12:31 No.35616671 >>35616679 >>35616683 >>35616690

>someone put zebradom in the pack
REEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:12:39 No.35616672

>>35616655
based and redpilled decision

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:12:41 No.35616673

>>35616668
Just an afterpack party
Hop in and shitpost with us

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:12:45 No.35616674 >>35616691 >>35616700

Normally hate donating to charities because most of them are scams, but sending a message is more important, fuck censorship.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:13:04 No.35616677

>>35616632
Love ya too fag

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:13:27 No.35616679

>>35616671
ok retard

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:13:42 No.35616681

>>35616665
>using 7zip
you need to go back

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:13:45 No.35616683 >>35616792

>>35616671
There's an alt version with a qt zebmare and two aryan stallions
Which is much better because zebra mares are cute. CUTE!

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:14:35 No.35616688

>>35616632
Ur a faget. (\

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:14:50 No.35616690
File: No Way Zigger.png (415 KB, 1024x1024)

>>35616671

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:14:51 No.35616691 >>35616745

>>35616674
I don't know about this specific horse rescue (and nothing at all about the comic book thing) but many horse rescues and animal rescues in general operate specifically as non-profit and are driven by volunteer hours.

I've spent over 2,500 hours volunteering at a dog rescue over the years, and I can't stress enough just how much the donations carry those operations, because so little is able to be gotten from government funding and grants.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:15:01 No.35616692 >>35616712 >>35616745 >>35616773 >>35616880 >>35616894

Datte if you accept Chainlink donations I'll send another $1488
>tfw it's not mooned hard enough so I'm only about 1/3 of the way to 14,880
link at $25 when

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:15:20 No.35616696 >>35616699
File: 2310535266debfc89de56f2dd(...).png (152 KB, 344x404)

>>35616668
>not joining in to have a live reading of
the artpack writing

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:16:33 No.35616699

>>35616696
I'm in the stream but I'm sleep derpived and cannot navigate autism
It's fun though

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:16:32 No.35616700 >>35616745

>>35616674
charitynavigator seems to have given the horse rescue a decent rating (if charitynav itself is any good)
i think the free speech one was too small to be rated, though.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:19:07 No.35616710 >>35616730

Threw in my $14.88, bless you richfags, damn.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:19:33 No.35616712

>>35616692
Mein Nigger.
I was foolish enough not to buy early.
Well played generous anon.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:20:37 No.35616718 >>35616729 >>35616749

this needs a pony version
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hOYeo22PHFE [Embed]

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:21:59 No.35616729 >>35616744
File: hitler-rave.gif (292 KB, 240x287)

>>35616718
I did this a while ago.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:22:04 No.35616730

>>35616572
>>35616710
Thank you to (you).
The more anon involved, the merrier, and your donations will make some horses happy.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:22:08 No.35616731
File: nazi horse meme.png (5 KB, 453x154)

well I've chipped in too.
Horse rescue charities don't fund
themselves, after all.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:22:23 No.35616734 >>35616740

>>35616101
where can i get it for free

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:23:05 No.35616740 >>35616751

>>35616734
just enter 0 as the amount.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:23:20 No.35616744

>>35616729
needs more pones

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:23:20 No.35616745
File: Is it Happening yet.png (891 KB, 928x700)

>>35616691
>>35616700
Tossed in my 14.88 regardless, i'm just cynical my
dudes, pay me no mind.

>>35616692
>I'll send another $1488
Mein gott.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:23:35 No.35616749
File: 1593158507349.gif (1.83 MB, 267x267)

>>35616718

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:23:52 No.35616751 >>35616760

>>35616740
Minimum seems to be 1 dollar

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:24:25 No.35616752 >>35616758 >>35616759 >>35616760 >>35616761 >>35616767

I already got the pack for free from the mega. How can I donate without getting it again

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:25:06 No.35616758

>>35616752
You don't have to download it. Just buy it and don't download.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:25:18 No.35616759

>>35616752
you can pay and just stop the download

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:25:29 No.35616760

>>35616752
Just use the link and donate, you dont have to download it or anything it just gives you a link to if you want it.

>>35616751
well fug i dunno. there was a link somewhere to a mega for it.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:25:30 No.35616761

>>35616752
Nigga it's not going to be mailed to you, just pay and don't download.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:25:54 No.35616763 >>35616790

>>35616450
zizzy is a a fucking faggot who has aryanne added to the default filter, its more cucked than derpi

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:27:45 No.35616767
File: 146346346547.jpg (144 KB, 500x500)

>>35616752
>buy the pack
>download it two
times
>nazis just lost a
dollar

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:28:22 No.35616770 >>35616777

Not a fan of nazi ponies, but chipped in because fuck censorship and fuck cancel culture

 Dattebayo !!vUEQoF03bj9 07/17/20(Fri)03:28:52 No.35616773 >>35616779

>>35616692
My man, Im am flying rn, I dont know what Chainlink is

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:29:50 No.35616777 >>35616784 >>35616789 >>35616794 >>35616795 >>35616796 >>35616799 >>35616800 >>35616802 >>35616813 >>35616820
File: The End of Derpibooru.png (2.06 MB, 1491x1176)

>>35616770
ahem
fuck potluck
fuck wootmaster
fuck dilarus
fuck bexar bandito
fuck sjws

and most improtantly, fuck derpibooru

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:30:18 No.35616779 >>35616783

>>35616773
It's a cryptocurrency

 Dattebayo !!vUEQoF03bj9 07/17/20(Fri)03:31:04 No.35616783 >>35616797 >>35616798

>>35616779
I wouldnt even begin to know how to set that up, sorry Anon. I love you for considering

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:31:03 No.35616784
File: 1594404884749.png (767 KB, 1080x567)

>>35616777
Trips have spoken

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:31:12 No.35616785 >>35616793 >>35616805 >>35616828 >>35616936

This stream/thread is depressing me. Seeing all these artists being so chummy with each other, making me realize I don't have any real friends to do the same.

>tfw loser

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:31:31 No.35616789
File: 2236997.png (582 KB, 904x720)

>>35616777
Based and checked

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:31:32 No.35616790 >>35616831

>>35616763
>Allows Aryanne
>More cucked than Derpi
You're dumber than the faggotbooru mods.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:31:44 No.35616792

>>35616683
Link?

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:31:57 No.35616793

>>35616785
Same.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:31:59 No.35616794

>>35616777
cheers to that

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:32:01 No.35616795
File: 1410644955077.gif (535 KB, 500x391)

>>35616777
based trips

 Dattebayo !!vUEQoF03bj9 07/17/20(Fri)03:32:05 No.35616796

>>35616777
TRIPS HAVE SPOKEN

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:32:13 No.35616797

>>35616783
All you need to do is set up a wallet on an exchange.

 Frosku !!i7y/OgnOibV 07/17/20(Fri)03:32:13 No.35616798 >>35616809

>>35616783
>https://twitter.com/AndyExposing
I'd be willing to take BTC or ETH and send US$ to the pack if anyone wants to pay with those. I'm not set up for Chainlink.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:32:13 No.35616799

>>35616777
Who's wootmaster and who's potluck?

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:32:15 No.35616800

>>35616777
who?

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:32:27 No.35616802
File: derp check em.png (288 KB, 472x472)

>>35616777
Blessed digits

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:32:45 No.35616805
File: 1593896472912.jpg (120 KB, 600x904)

>>35616785
do you know that your all my
very best friends

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:33:26 No.35616809 >>35616823

>>35616798
IDK, that's a risky proposition there.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:34:21 No.35616813

>>35616777
In which holes though

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:34:44 No.35616814 >>35616817 >>35616818 >>35616826 >>35616827 >>35616832 >>35616836 >>35616914

This was posted in the derpi drama thread:
>http://cbldf.org/
>They/them pronoun guidebooks
>Anti racism literature recommendations
>You fuckers got duped holy shit, give the rest to the horses for the love of god.

Sounds like they're not much better than Derpibooru. I think we should give it all to horses but that's just me. Comic book industry is fucked at this point, but horses can still be saved.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:35:26 No.35616817

>>35616814
uh anon its too late for that

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:35:26 No.35616818

>>35616814
The horse place seems really REALLY legit considering they've got their own custom license plates for Maryland.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:35:49 No.35616820 >>35616824
File: lunut.png (391 KB, 807x843)

>>35616777
Based and checked.

 Frosku !!i7y/OgnOibV 07/17/20(Fri)03:36:38 No.35616823

>>35616809
Yeah, I know. Just don't want these great charities to miss out on anything.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:36:58 No.35616824
File: 1593672513147.gif (2.51 MB, 286x258)

>>35616820
>filename
i needed those sides
kek

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:37:21 No.35616826 >>35616843 >>35616848

>>35616814
Just give it to ACLU or EFF then. Or just horses, I guess.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:37:37 No.35616827
File: qt_banana.png (199 KB, 1023x764)

>>35616814
Sure would be a shame if that staunchly anti-racism charity found out about the literal
Nazi's donating to them.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:37:48 No.35616828

>>35616785
Come to trotcon next year Anon and I will befriend you

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:38:15 No.35616831 >>35616842

>>35616790
derpi doesnt default filter aryanne without the swastica. it is more cucked

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:38:26 No.35616832 >>35616845

>>35616814
We've been over this. They defend the right of ANYONE to publish whatever, they're not right or left wing.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:39:05 No.35616836 >>35616845

>>35616814
why did no one notice this?

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:39:33 No.35616842 >>35616847 >>35616853

>>35616831
>REEEE DEFAULT FILTER
>I'm so stupid I can't click a couple times!

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:39:40 No.35616843

>>35616826
Rather the EFF than the ACLU. At least the EFF still defends what they set out to. The ACLU doesn't help anybody right of center anymore.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:40:04 No.35616845 >>35616858

>>35616836
They did, see >>35616832

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:40:16 No.35616847

>>35616842
it's better that anyone who pops on the site can see it because a lot of people don't make accounts with custom filters

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:40:20 No.35616848

>>35616826
>ACLU
compromised organization
>EFF
probably compromised too by now

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:40:33 No.35616853

>>35616842
>faggotbooru defense force

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:41:38 No.35616858 >>35616881 >>35616887

>>35616845
no this was never brought up. only the lawsuit. fuck this charity and their sjw trash

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:42:19 No.35616860 >>35616864 >>35616865 >>35616866 >>35616868 >>35616869 >>35616872 >>35616882 >>35616884 >>35616889 >>35616891 >>35616905

fuck outta here if you're going to make me pay for that shit

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:42:40 No.35616864 >>35616879

>>35616860
>literally cant spare one dollar

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:42:57 No.35616865

>>35616860
t. derpibooru

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:43:20 No.35616866

>>35616860
no one is making you pay for it dumbass

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:43:41 No.35616868

>>35616860
nigger

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:44:08 No.35616869 >>35616871

>>35616860
>Oy vey

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:44:44 No.35616871
File: 1594346572382.jpg (32 KB, 408x632)

>>35616869
>Shut it down goyim

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:44:57 No.35616872 >>35616877

>>35616860
I fucking paid and I'm a stingy griffon. This was actually my first time buying an art pack after all my years on this earth. Not to patreons, not to early access, not to loot boxes, I bought this

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:45:54 No.35616877

>>35616872
Same, first art pack and I'm doing it for the charities, though mostly to spite the leftist censoring faggots.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:46:04 No.35616879

>>35616864
yes?

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:46:10 No.35616880 >>35616897
File: 1594559324666.png (523 KB, 800x600)

>>35616692
ah a fellow linkie on /mlp/. thank
you for the donation fren
I might commission a link pony
meme sometime soon

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:46:15 No.35616881 >>35616890 >>35616899 >>35616907 >>35616935

>>35616858
The whole point of advocating for free speech is defending the right of people to say and create things you don't like as well as things you do. If you don't agree with that and want to censor your opposition, you're not in favour of free
speech and this art pack and cause isn't for you.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:46:17 No.35616882
File: 1388635629826.png (179 KB, 435x480)

>>35616860

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:46:33 No.35616884

>>35616860
seethe more, groommaster

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:46:51 No.35616887 >>35616913

>>35616858
Did literally no one else check the links before voting? Would explain why anons agreed to support that charity.
I only looked briefly but they seemed to act rather professionally despite their views.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:47:06 No.35616889

>>35616860
You don't have to pay, just wait for whootmaster or dilatus to create a twitter thread posting every single image with the artist sources :)

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:47:07 No.35616890

>>35616881
based

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:47:09 No.35616891

>>35616860
>oy vey
imagine being this much of a jew

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:47:32 No.35616894 >>35616904
File: celestia_panic.png (113 KB, 256x267)

>>35616692
>bought a few Link as a joke
>they've actually quadrupled in
value
Damn.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:47:48 No.35616897

Alright can someone directly affiliated with the artpack accept Bitcoin? I could cash out myself but my card is in GBP and it would just make the fees gay. I don't have a way to hold USD fiat directly right now.

>>35616880
Don't thank me yet

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:48:17 No.35616899

>>35616881
based

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:48:51 No.35616904 >>35616922

>>35616894
>quadrupled
sub $0.20 chads rise up

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:48:51 No.35616905
File: 1585762589177.png (108 KB, 504x566)

>>35616860

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:49:26 No.35616907

>>35616881
Anyone recommending anti racism is anti white

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:49:53 No.35616913 >>35616947

>>35616887
I never voted for them or looked into them. Horses literally cannot speak and deserve it more than c*micfags

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:50:43 No.35616914 >>35616963

>>35616814
I'm not seeing a whole lot of that on the website but maybe I'm missing something. They do have comics banned for discrimination under the banned books section so I'm guessing they probably do everything.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:51:37 No.35616921 >>35616926 >>35616929

Hey yo how can I advertise this to other boards

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:51:43 No.35616922
File: imokwiththis.jpg (6 KB, 120x120)

>>35616904
I first bought at $.15 but my DCA is
somewhere around 40c

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:53:32 No.35616926 >>35616938 >>35616951

>>35616921
/an/ might if we frame it on the horses.
How I don't know.
/pol/ would be all for it to spite the commies.
Again, don't know how.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:53:57 No.35616929 >>35616951

>>35616921
Depends on the board, but the screenshot of >>35616410 should be a good bait image.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:55:01 No.35616935
File: file.png (39 KB, 332x359)

>>35616881

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:55:17 No.35616936

>>35616785
I basically knew none of them before this.

Also pour one out for the alcohol free booze

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:55:37 No.35616938 >>35616951

>>35616926
>/an/ might if we frame it on the horses.
>How I don't know.
Well, charity money go to horses, so that should be a good enough link.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:57:48 No.35616945
File: y-you too.png (52 KB, 500x343)

>>35616632

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:57:54 No.35616947 >>35616959

>>35616913
This whole artpack started because of censorship, not horses. I'm not a comicfag either but CBLDF was the best anti-censorship charity that's been found.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:58:20 No.35616950 >>35616981 >>35617053 >>35617889
File: file.png (58 KB, 690x416)

>>35616607
yeah you can stop sending these cucks anything. the whole
site is SJW propaganda

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:58:21 No.35616951

>>35616929
>>35616926
>>35616938
alright lads im drafting up a post and sending it to /pol/

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:59:02 No.35616955 >>35616967 >>35617019

MEGA LINK WHEN MEGA LINK WHEN MEGA LINK WHEN MEGA LINK WHEN MEGA LINK WHEN MEGA LINK WHEN

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:59:19 No.35616959 >>35616979

>>35616947
but horses started more than the artpack they started aryanne and every single platform that this drama has been talked about on

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:59:55 No.35616963

>>35616914
http://cbldf.org/cbldf-case-files/

As I posted in the derpi thread (>>35616949 →):

Well, they did fight against the "drawings are child porn" and helped prevent someone from getting into prison I think: http://cbldf.org/about-us/case-files/cbldf-case-files/cbldf-case-files-canada-customs-case/

They also were cited in an amicus brief in the Supreme Court case about violent video games and the restriction of renting/sale being a violation of the 1st A: http://cbldf.org/about-us/case-files/cbldf-case-files/cbldf-case-files-
schwarzenegger-v-ema/

And some other anon (>>35616944 →) posted that the cbldf supported Milo Yiannopoulos' publisher: https://www.cbr.com/cbldf-criticized-for-its-support-of-milo-yiannopoulos-publisher/

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)03:59:57 No.35616964

niggers

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)04:00:12 No.35616967

>>35616955
Bruh wtf.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)04:02:15 No.35616979

>>35616959
Agree, that is why I was tempted to vote on them.
Still, it wouldn't feel right to make an artpack as a protest against censorship and then not give any money to the people fighting against it.

 Dattebayo !!vUEQoF03bj9 07/17/20(Fri)04:02:39 No.35616981 >>35616984 >>35616993 >>35616996 >>35617017

>>35616950
Will do bbuckaroo

It will all go to horsies now

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)04:03:12 No.35616984 >>35616989 >>35616991 >>35617009

>>35616981
what about the sheckles sent already

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)04:04:25 No.35616989
File: sun is setting.png (519 KB, 708x1026)

>>35616984
rip money

 Dattebayo !!vUEQoF03bj9 07/17/20(Fri)04:04:32 No.35616991 >>35617009

>>35616984
Theyve done good stuff over the years, but its best to send the rest now to horsies

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)04:04:46 No.35616993 >>35617003 >>35617014 >>35617136

>>35616981
Datte is there ANYONE you know who could accept bitcoin
I'm not even asking for memecoins anymore, just plain old bitcoin
I don't want to pay like triple fees to jews from cashing out, converting the currency and sending to you

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)04:05:04 No.35616996 >>35617007 >>35617046

>>35616981
Hmm, let's not rush it.
How about we ask people what anti-censorship charities there are and then do a re-poll?

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)04:05:22 No.35616999 >>35617004 >>35617006 >>35617011 >>35617012 >>35617020 >>35617023 >>35617026 >>35617081

Should send a chunk of money to Trump just to really rile up the Twatter.

 Dattebayo !!vUEQoF03bj9 07/17/20(Fri)04:06:08 No.35617003

>>35616993
Nah sorry man

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)04:06:18 No.35617004

>>35616999
t. baron

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)04:06:24 No.35617006

>>35616999
>wasting money just to make Twitter angry
Good idea, might as well send some to Bernie later.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)04:06:27 No.35617007 >>35617025

>>35616996
>more polls

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)04:06:44 No.35617009

>>35616984
>>35616991
Was some of the secret Nazi gold sent to them?

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)04:06:48 No.35617011

>>35616999
give him a small loan of $1488?

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)04:06:55 No.35617012

>>35616999
Sounds as a fucking terrible idea.

 Frosku !!i7y/OgnOibV 07/17/20(Fri)04:07:10 No.35617014

>>35616993
You could use exwallets.com if Datte gives you a PayPal address. They only take 3%.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)04:07:23 No.35617017
File: 1572790719600.png (672 KB, 1024x1024)

>>35616981
Aren't you drunk?

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)04:07:34 No.35617019 >>35617030

>>35616955
>>35616955
>>35616955
>>35616955
>>35616955
>>35616955

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)04:07:33 No.35617020

>>35616999
Trump isn't a non-profit fund, and that'd just start shit that we dont need
Plus he's enabling all this shit since he's nothing more than a tool for the neolibs

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)04:07:49 No.35617023

>>35616999
Based trips, but also no

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)04:08:04 No.35617025

>>35617007
Better more polls than listening only to several faggots.
Derpi disaster would not happen if they did a poll first.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)04:08:10 No.35617026 >>35617049

>>35616999
Might as well just send the money straight to israel.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)04:09:05 No.35617030 >>35617034

>>35617019
One day ago.
Now shut the fuck up.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)04:09:27 No.35617034

>>35617030
This is a free country

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)04:10:51 No.35617043
File: 0FDrxee.jpg (14 KB, 206x233)

>>35617031
Bat shit INSANE

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)04:11:16 No.35617046 >>35617071 >>35617082

>>35616996
We had fucking polls and discussions on the charities in these threads, which have been up for nearly three weeks. If people had been here they could have had a say.

There's no point having this fucking discussion AGAIN especially not since all the people who were in these threads were the first people to donate, with the knowledge of where their money would go. Changing the destination of their
donations now would be pretty shit.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)04:11:53 No.35617049

>>35617026
>Nazis sending money ti kikes.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)04:12:29 No.35617053 >>35617068

>>35616950
We knew about the resignation and current controversy. It was mentioned and linked to in the very beginning of the charity poll post.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)04:13:46 No.35617060
File: 1584261673180.jpg (1 MB, 3931x5170)

>>35617055

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)04:14:21 No.35617062

>>35617031
Deleted lel

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)04:15:01 No.35617068 >>35617086
File: file.png (76 KB, 679x451)

>>35617053
its not just one resignation.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)04:15:17 No.35617071

>>35617046
Yeah. That was the point of the polls. So people could vote for who they think the money should go to.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)04:16:53 No.35617081

>>35616999
This is super illegal. Non-Americans can't donate to political campaigns.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)04:16:59 No.35617082

>>35617046
>Changing the destination of their donations now would be pretty shit.
I can agree on that, but I cannot agree on changing the destination without any polls.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)04:17:16 No.35617085
File: f_ay_ain__cute__by_ncmare(...).png (877 KB, 1092x1400)

If I've learned anything from all this, it's that there isn't enough art of ponies
wearing leather gear.
It's like socks but better.
Nazi outfit, dominatrix, whatever.
I love it all!

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)04:17:18 No.35617086

>>35617068
We knew that too. I believe this was the article linked in the charity poll:
https://www.hollywoodreporter.com/amp/heat-vision/3-directors-exit-comic-book-legal-defense-fund-industry-pressure-1301038

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)04:20:51 No.35617104 >>35617106 >>35617107 >>35617114 >>35617123 >>35617129 >>35617149

wtf rhorse is a female girl?!!

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)04:21:19 No.35617106

>>35617104
bullshit

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)04:21:27 No.35617107

>>35617104
>grills
>on the internet

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)04:22:13 No.35617110 >>35617113 >>35617115 >>35617117 >>35617119 >>35617124

>>35612851 (OP)
>COVID shuts down the cons
>/mlp/con is born
>the BLM thought police shut down the boorus
>Marenheit 451 is born
>???
Excited to see where the ride goes next, lads

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)04:22:54 No.35617113
File: shitpost_in_ponys_name_th(...).gif (529 KB, 1200x568)

>>35617110
The ride is eternal.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)04:23:00 No.35617114

>>35617104
no that's jarg

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)04:23:10 No.35617115

>>35617110
AI powered animation is close anon

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)04:23:18 No.35617117 >>35617120

>>35617110
>Aliens invade
Portal to Equestria

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)04:24:18 No.35617119 >>35617138

>>35617110
>commies shut down 4chan
>pen and paper forums are born

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)04:25:06 No.35617120

>>35617117
Please let it be so.
I need my wife, I can't take this life anymore.

 Dattebayo !!vUEQoF03bj9 07/17/20(Fri)04:25:40 No.35617123 >>35617127 >>35617134

>>35617104
>Girl
>Implying human

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)04:25:51 No.35617124

>>35617110
>Leftists shutdown MLP fandom
>Horsefuckers takeover US

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)04:27:07 No.35617127 >>35617133 >>35617135

>>35617123
There are people in the stream RIGHT NOW that aren't horses. Can you believe that?

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)04:27:26 No.35617129

>>35617104
>girl

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)04:27:55 No.35617132
File: 1593755685738.png (60 KB, 300x214)

>shitty 3rd world
internet
>the pack will take 1-
2 hours to download
Worth it but I find it
kinda funny.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)04:28:00 No.35617133

>>35617127
Real mares on the stream? I have to join now.
Are they single?

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)04:28:00 No.35617134 >>35617141

>>35617123
who are the other two artists? luftkrieg and lyrabop?

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)04:28:23 No.35617135 >>35617142 >>35617147
File: wow.jpg (36 KB, 603x452)

>>35617127
You never know who's on the other side of the
screen

 Zizzy !DizzyMC4pc 07/17/20(Fri)04:28:25 No.35617136 >>35617200

>>35616993
I'll buy your bitcoin and make a donation in your name, up to a certain amount.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)04:29:05 No.35617138 >>35617146

>>35617119
>you will live to see /mlp/ become an underground mailing list
>you will exchange postcard shitposts with other anons
>you will circulate pirated potato-quality DVDs of G5
>you will assemble clop zines in your garage to mail to your frens
Sounds like a comfy dystopia

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)04:29:31 No.35617141 >>35617224

>>35617134
luftkrieg is bcs I think.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)04:30:11 No.35617142
File: 1576151676832.png (273 KB, 1045x899)

>>35617135

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)04:30:48 No.35617146 >>35617156 >>35617157

>>35617138
Literal underground illegal memes.

>Hey, you got any poni on you?

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)04:30:48 No.35617147

>>35617135
>rat was actually lyra all along fishing for attention

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)04:31:05 No.35617149 >>35617155 >>35617162

>>35617104
rhorse is actually another one of BonBon's secret identities.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)04:32:08 No.35617153 >>35617163 >>35617171 >>35617180

im tempted to sent this to seth to see if he will posts this on EQD

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)04:32:19 No.35617155

>>35617149
It all makes fucking sense now.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)04:32:31 No.35617156

>>35617146
Hey kid, ya wanna buy a cutie mark?

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)04:32:34 No.35617157

>>35617146
>sh sh sh not so loud! they'll hear you

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)04:32:46 No.35617162
File: 576693.gif (149 KB, 226x218)

>>35617149

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)04:32:51 No.35617163 >>35617291

>>35617153
do eit

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)04:34:13 No.35617170
File: IMG_3278.png (239 KB, 338x470)

Have we gotten any Twitter reactions yet? I wonder how the ones doing the anti hate
Twitter pack feel.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)04:34:13 No.35617171 >>35617291
File: Png.png (164 KB, 420x420)

>>35617153
It must be done

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)04:34:42 No.35617172 >>35617179 >>35617184 >>35617240
File: file.png (65 KB, 1031x155)

its up

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)04:35:17 No.35617175

when will there be a day when we'll be trading poni memes like collectible cards that can be traded for money?

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)04:35:42 No.35617179
File: 1571529374811.gif (64 KB, 600x496)

>>35617172
It's been displayed on ponybooru for a while now actually. Hoping
Ponerpics will get it going too.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)04:35:41 No.35617180 >>35617291

>>35617153
They're obviously too cucked to do it, but even just him commenting on it on Twitter could get more eyes on.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)04:36:18 No.35617184

>>35617172
A ponibooru ad?! Is ponibooru up and """good"""?

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)04:37:17 No.35617188 >>35617193 >>35617194 >>35617195 >>35617209

>total passed $3000

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)04:38:37 No.35617193
File: 1575505143427.png (59 KB, 429x600)

>>35617188
>Digits checked

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)04:38:59 No.35617194

>>35617188
basado

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)04:39:04 No.35617195
File: GlimmyGlammin'.jpg (91 KB, 800x600)

>>35617188
well well, it is.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)04:39:09 No.35617196 >>35617199 >>35617274

who is rot

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)04:39:34 No.35617199

>>35617196
I believe it's rhorse

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)04:39:54 No.35617200 >>35617210 >>35617230 >>35617256

>>35617136
I'm trying to fucking wrangle binance's supposed fiat trading but it's not cooperating so I think I'll take you up on that
If 0.15BTC is below your "certain amount" then ping me at despairsack@horsefucker.org

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)04:42:11 No.35617209

>>35617188
heil

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)04:42:28 No.35617210 >>35617218 >>35617235

>>35617200
You mean 0.1488 BTC?

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)04:43:35 No.35617218
File: 1593223260531.gif (74 KB, 292x292)

>>35617210
that could work

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)04:45:35 No.35617224

>>35617141
i thought she is a blm-fag?

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)04:46:04 No.35617225 >>35617233 >>35617237
File: a9b3d857637361fa763637459(...).png (53 KB, 328x350)

>>35615330
>stream just posts art to dickscord
>mainly ignores the thread
this is why discord is fucking cancer

 Zizzy !DizzyMC4pc 07/17/20(Fri)04:46:40 No.35617230 >>35617253 >>35617320

>>35617200
Unfortunately I don't have that cash laying around after giving up 2k+ for a new booru server.

However, I might know someone who can so I'm going to contact them, however their hours vary a lot. I do like having extra coin around, I just don't have any means to make this large of a payment immediately. I thought it was going to
be a meme bitcoin amount like 0.01488 , I wasn't expecting $1400 usd.

The coin might be useful in the future to our booru so I'll see what I can do. I'll definitely get back with you at that address one way or another.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)04:47:21 No.35617233 >>35617239

>>35617225
they said they'd be putting them all into a folder and posting a link to it afterwards

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)04:47:57 No.35617235

>>35617210
Basically yeah

 Dattebayo !!vUEQoF03bj9 07/17/20(Fri)04:48:25 No.35617237

>>35617225
We're gonna post all the pics in a file when its all done

Hang out with us in the picarto chat anon

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)04:48:38 No.35617239 >>35617240 >>35617242

>>35617233
>dicksword gets it instantly while everyone else has to wait around
great after party faggots

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)04:49:36 No.35617240

>>35617172
nice! should we still get the featured image up then? or is this enough?

>>35617239
imagine being this much of a nigger

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)04:49:40 No.35617242 >>35617248

>>35617239
the discord is private to the the streamers

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)04:51:03 No.35617248

>>35617242
if they can post it to discord they can take 2 seconds to post it to the thread.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)04:51:50 No.35617253

>>35617230
That actually works out because it's 4am for me and I regret ever deciding to try cashing out crypto in the middle of the night. I'm almost tempted to just make a smaller donation from my bank account and call it a day. But if you sort it
out then yeah hit me up

 Frosku !!i7y/OgnOibV 07/17/20(Fri)04:52:44 No.35617256 >>35617320

>>35617200
Try exwallets.com, they do near-instant Bitcoin to Paypal.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)04:54:00 No.35617262 >>35617271 >>35617276 >>35617279

For a new thread:
>Don't be stupid, be a smarty
>Join our pony after party

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)04:55:35 No.35617271
File: 1569098903665.png (192 KB, 600x500)

>>35617262

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)04:56:49 No.35617272
File: holymolytransparent.png (646 KB, 1859x1859)

>>35616410

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)04:57:08 No.35617274

>>35617196
Rhrose.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)04:57:52 No.35617276
File: 1594431979641.png (2 KB, 210x161)

>>35617262

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)04:58:39 No.35617279 >>35617309

>>35617262
include link to pack
https://www.e-junkie.com/i/zss3?&card
and OP image should be 4 from >>35612897

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)04:59:58 No.35617289 >>35617338

I dont like this fic reader

Bring back the other fic reader

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)05:00:08 No.35617291 >>35617295 >>35617296 >>35617301 >>35617302 >>35617305 >>35617306 >>35617310 >>35617312 >>35617326 >>35617328
File: Seth.png (18 KB, 1208x202)

>>35617180
>>35617171
>>35617163
why do i even fucking bother

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)05:01:59 No.35617294

So where are all the twitterfag seethe screencap archives at lol

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)05:02:12 No.35617295

>>35617291
You expected anything more than than? The three OK buttons are pretty hilarious though.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)05:02:25 No.35617296
File: 1517055540860.jpg (26 KB, 400x462)

>>35617291
what a fucking faggot

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)05:02:58 No.35617301

>>35617291
This is your brain on virtue signalling.
Remember Seth waifu'd Aryanne after dropping Trixie.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)05:02:58 No.35617302

>>35617291
Yeah, I've heard that Seth is a massive cocksucker that even reported fans to Hasbro, so I wasn't surprised.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)05:03:39 No.35617305

>>35617291
I don't know what the fuck you expected

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)05:03:45 No.35617306 >>35617314 >>35617318

>>35617291
Eh not surprising. He instantly bent the knee at the start of this. Is it because he believes it or because he's a pussy? Who knows. But he ain't helpful to us.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)05:04:48 No.35617309

>>35617279
Will do. I'll make the new thread when we fall a bit more in the catalog.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)05:04:54 No.35617310

>>35617291
kek it was worth a try

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)05:05:33 No.35617312
File: Go to bed Seth.gif (477 KB, 441x443)

>>35617291
>Ok, thanks for the
clarification.
>Ok, thanks.
>Thank you for the
clarification.
Where's the "Go to
bed" button?

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)05:05:40 No.35617314 >>35617334

>>35617306
Seth has been scared of any confrontation after woot went after him. Once again, woot is a poison on this fandom.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)05:06:31 No.35617318

>>35617306
>Is it because he believes it or because he's a pussy?
I strongly suspect the latter. He and his site would be fucking torn to shreds for featuring this, whoot pretty much shamed him into featuring the Atlantic article by posting Seth's previous positive comments about Aryanne on twatter.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)05:06:44 No.35617320 >>35617394 >>35617411

>>35617256
Hmm, I've never heard of this before, and I don't wanna research sites at 4am. Also 2.8% fee > presumably 0% fee from Zizzy (and if not then I'd honestly rather pay zizzy than some random website).
>>35617230
So if you're up for buying, and the coins are actually useful to you, then I'll stick with doing it with you.
If you're doing it as a favour or something though, then let me know and after I get some sleep I'll probably figure something out. Either this exwallets or heck I can always just go through coinbase after all.
So let me know whether you actually want to buy or if you're only doing it as a favour.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)05:07:22 No.35617326 >>35617337 >>35617547

>>35617291
Faggots, there is literal nsfw in the pack. If not for the nazi symbology, it would have been for that

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)05:07:40 No.35617328

>>35617291
>we wouldn't report on this anyway
that hurt anons

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)05:07:56 No.35617331 >>35617341

Upload the art pack cover to DB as anon, and list the artists as Anon, then link to the description

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)05:08:25 No.35617334 >>35617342

>>35617314
I think he's conflict-averse in general, just wants to post ponies. Which would have been pretty understandable, if he had refused to post that stupid Nazi hitpiece on his site too.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)05:08:35 No.35617337 >>35618115

>>35617326
Have they never mentioned "Clop for a cause" packs?

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)05:08:56 No.35617338

>>35617289
old fic reader is dead

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)05:09:28 No.35617341

>>35617331
with a link to get the pack in the description

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)05:09:47 No.35617342 >>35617369

>>35617334
Yeah, but he bent the knee to woot. If he had a fucking spine for half a second and actually stood up to woot and some of his staff, he could have actually done something.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)05:15:23 No.35617365 >>35617397
File: 135234634647634.jpg (90 KB, 1080x1120)

They really don't like bcs huh

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)05:15:57 No.35617369

>>35617342
Agreed.Unfortunately I 100% expected him to behave like a weak person and he did it.

 Zizzy !DizzyMC4pc 07/17/20(Fri)05:23:14 No.35617394 >>35617411 >>35617419

>>35617320
If myself or an associate of mine is able to make the purchase that'd be the optimal solution, so that they remain close to the team. It was more of a gesture of being helpful and 0% fee. I still haven't got word back yet but when I do I'll
let you know. If you want to go ahead with another way like exwallets you can, I won't feel bad at all. There's always other ways to get it, and it could drop to 0 at any time so...

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)05:24:26 No.35617397 >>35617403 >>35617407 >>35617414

>>35617365
is bcs a regular in moth ponies?

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)05:25:34 No.35617403 >>35617415 >>35617418 >>35617442

>>35617397
what the fuck is moth ponies? sounds gay

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)05:25:48 No.35617407

>>35617397
BCS is very, very, VERY bipolar.
Fun and irreverent to complete shitlord that you want to strangle within minutes.

 Zizzy !DizzyMC4pc 07/17/20(Fri)05:27:05 No.35617411 >>35617425

>>35617320
>>35617394
I just got a reply, we can't do it for now. I'd recommend going with an alternative.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)05:27:10 No.35617414 >>35617464

>>35617397
Wait, is that the BCS that got halaled on kiwi farms? LMAO, didn't realize it, holy shit. You gotta be real autistic to have kiwi farms go after you when you are a member on there.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)05:27:14 No.35617415 >>35617421

>>35617403
Moth ponies are absolutely blessed, Ill draw one for you anon

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)05:27:59 No.35617418

>>35617403
autism
https://moth-ponies.fandom.com/wiki/Moth_Ponies_Wiki

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)05:28:26 No.35617419 >>35617425

>>35617394
Alright, I'll take you up on the 0% fee then. Everything else either takes a few %, or requires a gay currency conversion, or both. Me sending BTC to you and you/an associate sending USD directly to Datte (or maybe even the charity?
to avoid an extra paypal transaction? and then sending the receipt to Datte so he can update the count) would be the optimal way to minimise jew fees.
Thanks for offering to do this.
I'm off to sleep now so no hurry

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)05:28:41 No.35617421

>>35617415
Is that a moth sitting on a pony?
I find these pics scary as fuck.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)05:29:29 No.35617425

>>35617419
Oh just saw >>35617411
Alright thanks for offering anyway!

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)05:31:57 No.35617442 >>35617445 >>35617457 >>35617461 >>35617486
File: 1D0AD1DA-2B6E-4570-9CC7-4(...).jpg (126 KB, 995x1142)

>>35617403
I drew you a hasty mothpony Anon, look at her go!

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)05:32:27 No.35617445 >>35617462 >>35617582

>>35617442
happi

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)05:33:43 No.35617451

I think BCS is using the stream to gain popularity and influence

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)05:34:12 No.35617455 >>35617466
File: 1491173210971.png (1.27 MB, 800x3200)

>>35616101
I have archived all i could from previous threads, but i still bought it. God i love you
bastards.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)05:34:55 No.35617457 >>35617465 >>35617582

>>35617442
Ugly

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)05:35:32 No.35617461 >>35617465 >>35617582

>>35617442
cute

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)05:35:34 No.35617462
File: 4u.gif (2.66 MB, 1280x720)

>>35617445
Ill color her up as well! Im feeling like
a happy horse today

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)05:35:54 No.35617464

>>35617414
haha holy shit she is on there.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)05:36:05 No.35617465

>>35617457
>>35617461
the duality of man

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)05:36:09 No.35617466 >>35617472 >>35617475 >>35617881

>>35617455
I'm at the /pol/ thread and they really do like us and what we're doing. Based based based

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)05:37:40 No.35617472 >>35617473 >>35617479 >>35617502

>>35617466
Link?

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)05:38:33 No.35617473 >>35617477

>>35617472
>>268281800

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)05:38:47 No.35617475

>>35617466
Well, a good portion are horsefuckers, but the obvious non-horsefuckers seem pretty supportive.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)05:39:17 No.35617477

>>35617473
Based newfriend

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)05:40:13 No.35617479

>>35617472
jannies keeps deleting the pol thread posted here just go to >>>/pol/ and search for the anti-censorship art pack

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)05:40:26 No.35617482 >>35617485 >>35617488 >>35617489 >>35617491 >>35617492 >>35617493 >>35617494 >>35617495 >>35617497 >>35617499 >>35617505 >>35617519
File: horse.png (28 KB, 1265x353)

Saw the other large donation from earlier and felt I should match it, it's for a good cause after all.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)05:41:01 No.35617485 >>35617498

>>35617482
Well holy shit dude.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)05:41:11 No.35617486 >>35617582

>>35617442
Mothponies are cute! CUTE!

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)05:41:38 No.35617488 >>35617498

>>35617482
BASED

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)05:41:55 No.35617489 >>35617498

>>35617482
Yo wait for real?

God fucking damn, you magnificent bastards.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)05:42:05 No.35617491 >>35617498
File: poggers.jpg (36 KB, 1016x745)

>>35617482
FUCKIN

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)05:42:17 No.35617492 >>35617498

>>35617482
Big if true, generous anon. Probably puts the pack around 5K raised so far?

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)05:42:23 No.35617493 >>35617498
File: 1592347813550.jpg (77 KB, 703x1024)

>>35617482
yoooooo

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)05:42:30 No.35617494 >>35617498
File: 1426884827646.gif (981 KB, 500x370)

>>35617482
FUCKING BASED

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)05:42:42 No.35617495 >>35617498

>>35617482
>a fucking furfag

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)05:42:48 No.35617497

>>35617482
>Nazi gold confirmed
>Swiss just opened their vaults, because they want to try eliminating their banking competitors one again

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)05:43:01 No.35617498

>>35617489
>>35617491
>>35617492
>>35617493
>>35617485
>>35617488
>>35617494
>>35617495
Well, Datte just verified it.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)05:43:02 No.35617499
File: max smug pone.jpg (21 KB, 441x272)

>>35617482
We on some real strong meme
magic right now bois

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)05:43:38 No.35617502 >>35617504

>>35617472
>>35617031

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)05:44:40 No.35617504

>>35617502
it's three chevrons and the board for crossposting, anon.
you'll get it eventually.

 Dattebayo !!vUEQoF03bj9 07/17/20(Fri)05:45:45 No.35617505 >>35617509

>>35617482
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAH

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)05:46:33 No.35617509 >>35617512
File: file.png (10 KB, 303x172)

Oh lordy >>35617505

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)05:47:26 No.35617512 >>35617516 >>35617522 >>35617535

>>35617509
man
the censor side is gonna shit blood in response to this aren't they.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)05:48:19 No.35617516

>>35617512
No they'll just ignore it and say that the evil channers never do anything good.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)05:48:21 No.35617518

Posting thread theme.
https://www.bitchute.com/video/IY7Vn4IqHaS4/

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)05:48:26 No.35617519 >>35617526 >>35617527 >>35617539

>>35617482
This is going 100% to horses isn't it?

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)05:48:45 No.35617522

>>35617512
I'm kinda disappointed they haven't started their impotent rage spread out in 52 tweets yet.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)05:49:33 No.35617526

>>35617519
I would sincerely love for the rest to go to the horse rescue. There has been not NEARLY enough charity in the name of horses from this fandom, this will mean a lot.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)05:50:02 No.35617527 >>35617538 >>35617546

>>35617519
300$ went to comics

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)05:52:00 No.35617535

>>35617512
They'll say we're literally murdering people by not donating the 5K to the rioter legal defense fund.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)05:52:10 No.35617538

>>35617527
Yeah from the start. I'm talking about the donations coming in now

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)05:52:40 No.35617539 >>35617554 >>35617577

>>35617519
We should do a re-poll if we want to change it, because some people wanted to send part to anti-censorship charity.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)05:52:54 No.35617540 >>35617543 >>35617549
File: file.png (6 KB, 501x133)

from /pol/

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)05:54:14 No.35617543 >>35617549 >>35617569

>>35617540
Maybe, after all is said and done, friendship really IS magic.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)05:54:46 No.35617546 >>35617553

>>35617527
I lost track of how much money went where so I took it off the stream overlay

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)05:54:51 No.35617547

>>35617326
^

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)05:55:08 No.35617549

>>35617543
>>35617540
Some still fondly remember the /mlpol/ merger.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)05:56:10 No.35617553 >>35617555

>>35617546
Well, please let us know the total donations and such when all is said and done.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)05:56:37 No.35617554

>>35617539
Honestly, if newcomers don't want to donate to the charities these threads already decided days ago on they should probably:
1) fucking read the OP before donating
2) just donate to a cause they want to support instead and post a screencap itt

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)05:56:40 No.35617555

>>35617553
I believe the one you're replying to is just the guy running the stream setup, not datte. I'm sure datte will provide final numbers and shit.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)05:57:30 No.35617559 >>35617564 >>35617567
File: 1565435581351.png (184 KB, 256x390)

Does the Twitter brigade know the current status of the Anti
Censorship Art Pack?

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)05:58:10 No.35617564

>>35617559
Probably.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)05:58:50 No.35617567 >>35617578

>>35617559
dilarus is awfully quiet today

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)05:58:53 No.35617569 >>35617581

>>35617543
it really is amazing how even with the massive flamewars an shitposting on this board, when it really comes down to the wire, /mlp/ actually can band together better than anyone else who claims to be a real fan of the show. i mean,
how can you call yourself a FiM fan and appose something as good as this?

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)06:00:29 No.35617577 >>35617592 >>35617598

>>35617539
I'd like to see some of it go towards free speech. The CBDL may not be perfect, but they seem to have done stuff in the past. People still voted for it even with the article about the allegations and resigning board members linked being
linked in the same post.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)06:00:50 No.35617578

>>35617567
Maybe he got a brain hemorrhage from seething too hard.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)06:01:33 No.35617581 >>35617589 >>35617599 >>35617618 >>35617630 >>35617634 >>35617640 >>35617656 >>35617666 >>35617738 >>35617864
File: 1546766506774.png (77 KB, 500x400)

>>35617569
How many oldfags here in the thread?

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)06:01:36 No.35617582 >>35617588 >>35617600 >>35617603
File: Bee yourself.jpg (288 KB, 978x1162)

>>35617445
>>35617461
>>35617486

And even >>35617457

Colored it up for you! Kinda went from moth to bee, but I had fun
making it nonetheless

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)06:02:29 No.35617588

>>35617582
those hexagon eyes tho

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)06:02:33 No.35617589 >>35617606 >>35617646

>>35617581
How old is oldfag?

 Zizzy !DizzyMC4pc 07/17/20(Fri)06:02:51 No.35617592 >>35617602 >>35617604

>>35617577
Datte has sent some to them already. I think it's like $1200, rest will go to the horse charity.

On another note, is this more money to charity in 24h of release than derpi has given over 8 years? Anyone got the records on that?

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)06:03:12 No.35617598

>>35617577
what about all the sjw stuff?
what if the cbdl was hijacked by these animals and thats what caused the entire board member dram in the first place?

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)06:03:25 No.35617599 >>35617646
File: 1594381001469.jpg (70 KB, 1024x466)

>>35617581
2012 old fag here get off my board
youngins

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)06:03:28 No.35617600

>>35617582
cursed

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)06:03:44 No.35617602 >>35617607 >>35617659

>>35617592
It's been about 7-8 hours since release right? That's gotta be some sort of record.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)06:03:48 No.35617603
File: lyr.png (127 KB, 315x405)

>>35617582
She is very cute, thank
you.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)06:03:49 No.35617604
File: 1573304104949.png (214 KB, 912x876)

>>35617592
THAT would be funny
as fuck

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)06:04:16 No.35617606 >>35617616
File: 4323__solo_twilight+spark(...).png (1.48 MB, 2500x1755)

>>35617589
How old is this?

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)06:04:18 No.35617607

>>35617602
I think they said 5 hours in stream. Someone said $1k/hr

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)06:05:47 No.35617616

>>35617606
2013?

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)06:06:06 No.35617618

>>35617581
In fandom since 2012, does that count?

 Dattebayo !!vUEQoF03bj9 07/17/20(Fri)06:06:08 No.35617619 >>35617628 >>35617639 >>35617645
File: 5.png (12 KB, 907x141)

1.8k donated to the horsies

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)06:07:06 No.35617626 >>35617636 >>35617650 >>35617652 >>35617653 >>35617658 >>35617660 >>35617663 >>35617672 >>35617677 >>35617680 >>35617758 >>35617825
File: 1520648440217.jpg (98 KB, 1024x788)

aw fuggit. I wasn't going to cause I'm a sad sack right now, but I'm sufficiently drunk enoguh now to go against my rational decisions. did my part and gave my 14.88 from the $whole $37 i could spare. gg. don't
evengive a shit about the art

i want die

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)06:07:09 No.35617628

>>35617619
i wonder what the charity thinks is happening rn lmao

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)06:07:15 No.35617630

>>35617581
Since very late '13

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)06:07:32 No.35617632 >>35617642

Has anyone posted this to derpi yet?

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)06:07:47 No.35617634
File: 2176464.png (3.99 MB, 1500x1477)

>>35617581
From the /co/ days
(albeit with a short
hiatus).

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)06:07:55 No.35617636

>>35617626
Don't die, anon

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)06:08:11 No.35617639
File: 717781__safe_artist-colon(...).jpg (874 KB, 4453x4960)

>>35617619
beautiful

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)06:08:18 No.35617640

>>35617581
Been on /mlp/ since 2012, hope to be here for years to come.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)06:08:29 No.35617642 >>35617685

>>35617632
I think most the cover pages would be hidden to most.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)06:09:11 No.35617645
File: 1488936833089.png (48 KB, 215x200)

>>35617619
Legendary thread.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)06:09:26 No.35617646

>>35617589
>>35617599
Oldfag should be reserved for just the founding members, 2010 and 2011.
Newfags are 2014+
The majority of nor/mlp/eople are neither oldfags nor newfags.
t. 2012 fag

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)06:09:33 No.35617649 >>35617673

Imagine donating your whole montly wage into this

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)06:09:34 No.35617650

>>35617626
You're going to heaven, Anon.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)06:09:43 No.35617652
File: 1591415840356.jpg (29 KB, 606x514)

>>35617626 stay
strong anon

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)06:09:52 No.35617653
File: 1571729145559.png (525 KB, 3328x4736)

>>35617626
Anon.
Aryanne loves you.
You will come in to money
to live.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)06:10:13 No.35617656
File: Go Getter.png (26 KB, 377x363)

>>35617581
2012er reportin
>When you hear people asking why so many people are mad
about a cute little pony

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)06:10:19 No.35617658

>>35617626
bless you, fren

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)06:10:27 No.35617659 >>35617665 >>35617684

>>35617602
Was it released on Datte's post above, or earlier? Because it's less than 5 hours since >>35616101.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)06:10:28 No.35617660
File: 1561219404779.gif (953 KB, 450x252)

>>35617626
your contributions are bringing happiness to real horses right now, anon.
and to all of us here.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)06:10:44 No.35617663
File: [Faint Ride of the Valkyr(...).png (158 KB, 776x1024)

>>35617626
Based and gonna make it
pilled.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)06:11:06 No.35617665 >>35617674

>>35617659
Well, I was assuming it was released at 4PM Pacific. I'm guessing it was release a bit later?

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)06:11:08 No.35617666

>>35617581
I got on the horsefucker ride a week and a half before the premiere of Season 2.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)06:11:39 No.35617672 >>35617679 >>35617686 >>35617696 >>35617697

>>35617626
proove

god, soju is so fucking good at getting you drunkg

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)06:12:00 No.35617673

>>35617649
>Do not lay up for yourselves treasures on earth, where moth and rust destroy and where thieves break in and steal, but lay up for yourselves treasures in heaven, where neither moth nor rust destroys and where thieves do not break in
and steal. For where your treasure is, there your heart will be also
>Matthew 6:19–21

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)06:12:00 No.35617674

>>35617665
That post was when it was released.

 Dattebayo !!vUEQoF03bj9 07/17/20(Fri)06:12:06 No.35617677

>>35617626
GANBARE ANOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOON

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)06:12:17 No.35617679

>>35617672
Dude, name in pic. Probably want to delete that.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)06:12:27 No.35617680

>>35617626
Hold on, anon.
It's always the darkest before the sunrise.
But I still suggest you to visit a doctor and take anti-depressants.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)06:12:45 No.35617684 >>35617695 >>35617701 >>35617720 >>35617733
File: Vince money money money.gif (2.38 MB, 200x150)

>>35617659
>less than 5 hours
>yfw we're over $1000/hr

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)06:12:52 No.35617685

>>35617642
Maybe, but it still should be post with a link and mention of the 5k already raised with a call to "do your part" for the horses and for freedom of expression.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)06:13:02 No.35617686

>>35617672
might want to delete that friend

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)06:13:29 No.35617691 >>35617706

>over 5k so far
this has earned more than the BLM charity livestream in way less time

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)06:14:04 No.35617695 >>35617720

>>35617684
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HMuYfScGpbE [Embed]

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)06:14:13 No.35617696
File: 1594340907732.jpg (80 KB, 960x540)

>>35617672
>oh no

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)06:14:19 No.35617697 >>35617703 >>35617704 >>35617719
File: 2020-07-16 22_08_53-Ebay (...).png (28 KB, 1672x494)

>>35617672
fuggggggggggggggggggggggg

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)06:14:29 No.35617700 >>35617714

I hope the success of this pack forces the pro censorship one into putting their money where their mouth is and donate to a charity, and then it ends up barely making anything because they are all pisspoor commies.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)06:14:37 No.35617701
File: 1514390711433.jpg (84 KB, 913x1024)

>>35617684

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)06:14:49 No.35617703 >>35617708

>>35617697
stay alive anon

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)06:14:56 No.35617704 >>35617708

>>35617697
its still in the filename slick

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)06:15:07 No.35617706

>>35617691
No fucking way, how ironic. It comes to no surprise that they got no cash

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)06:15:27 No.35617708 >>35617712 >>35617717

>>35617703
why

>>35617704
so what. no one cares.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)06:16:21 No.35617712 >>35617718 >>35617725

>>35617708
tf is derpymail?

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)06:16:28 No.35617714

>>35617700
> because they are all pisspoor commies
Because they are virtue signalling loudmouths that don't actually do anything.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)06:16:39 No.35617716
File: 1579431448189.png (296 KB, 691x421)

>>35616101
Based. Could only chip in 5$ cuz money is tight. You're doing God's work. Fuck
those derpi fascist cucks.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)06:16:59 No.35617717

>>35617708
Goddamnit, I'm drunk alongside you.
While I'm not in the same financial straits right now, I was emotionally 6 years ago when I was heavily debating sudoku because I was stuck in debilitating but not bad marriage.
You can and will make it.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)06:17:06 No.35617718
File: 1502305300006.png (76 KB, 401x397)

>>35617712
lmao casual

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)06:17:11 No.35617719 >>35617729 >>35617812

>>35617697
how reliable is derpy mail? i remeber making one back in the day.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)06:17:13 No.35617720 >>35617731
File: 1563996290565.jpg (9 KB, 250x250)

>>35617684
>>35617695
Based /asp/chads

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)06:17:44 No.35617725

>>35617712
derpymail.org - Been using it as a horsefandom email for a long ass time.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)06:18:28 No.35617729 >>35617762 >>35617787

>>35617719
Extremely. There were only some problems a few months back where I wasn't receiving or sendin ganything for a week, but it was quickly resolved. 88/88 would recommend.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)06:18:54 No.35617731 >>35617736 >>35617806
File: confederate_statue_from_t(...).png (1.16 MB, 1200x675)

>>35617720
Dude, even statues hate BLM.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)06:19:12 No.35617733
File: 4b4.gif (2.7 MB, 420x363)

>>35617684

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)06:19:39 No.35617736
File: 1563834862524.jpg (40 KB, 680x601)

>>35617731

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)06:19:53 No.35617738 >>35617745 >>35617755
File: I'm tired of this strife.jpg (52 KB, 800x538)

>>35617581
Oldfags in general 4chan terms, in show terms, or in /mlp/ terms?

I've been on the pony ride since the summer of 2011, and I've been on /mlp/ and 4chan practically since /mlp/ was created. Seen a lot of folks come and go. Makes me sad to think of the writefags and drawfags that
no longer post here. Hope they're happier at any rate.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)06:21:09 No.35617744

man, it's a real shame that the big crypto donations didn't go through.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)06:21:20 No.35617745

>>35617738
Makes you think how many went trans

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)06:22:41 No.35617753

i think im moving to derpymail now lmao thanks

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)06:22:50 No.35617755

>>35617738
I don't have hard proof, but I was here, on 4chan in 2004. With the side bar and italicized boards.
I remember it well because of VERY significant life changes 2004 and 2005 cemented the memory of poking at /b/ and /s/. ESPECIALLY /s/
>coomer.jpg

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)06:23:17 No.35617758 >>35617765 >>35617766

>>35617626
When you say "i want die", is it because you're absolutely blasted, or because you want to off yourself? If it's the latter, please don't. Events like these, and days like this, are worth living for.

Besides, the anniversary stream is only 3 months away. And there's always the weekly Saturday rewatch to keep you company until then.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)06:24:11 No.35617762

>>35617729
alright cool, might use it for horse accounts

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)06:24:48 No.35617765 >>35617778 >>35617825
File: 1586752851408.gif (1.7 MB, 275x206)

>>35617758
>the anniversary stream is only 3 months away

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)06:25:04 No.35617766 >>35617774 >>35617778 >>35617781 >>35617783 >>35617797 >>35617809 >>35617841 >>35617884
File: 1503969800382.png (8 KB, 333x289)

>>35617758
i'm sad, and lonely...really lonely, and yes i'm blasetted. i just wante dto stop existing. i'm sor tired of it all. i don't do anything for this fandom. i just
exist and it eats at me.

shid, i'm out.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)06:26:12 No.35617774
File: 1577345915988.gif (2.22 MB, 800x450)

>>35617766

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)06:26:49 No.35617778

>>35617765
It will be the most glorious anniversary ever, as we head for a new dawn where the twitter niggers are blown out forever.
>>35617766
You are here and I appreciate your company. You don't need to do anything. Don't feel guilty for merely enjoying pony.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)06:27:18 No.35617780 >>35617796
File: file.png (2 KB, 305x74)

trying to register to derpymail what does Registration is temp
closed - 8/9/17 mean?

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)06:27:17 No.35617781

>>35617766
Hang in there, lad. You have done something for the fandom just by being here. Fandom wouldn't be around if it weren't for fags like you and me.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)06:27:38 No.35617783 >>35617791 >>35617802 >>35617835
File: Mlp-Home.png (1.66 MB, 1000x4000)

>>35617766
its okay anon, as long as your posting somewhere on this board, your doing something by keeping this fandom
alive

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)06:28:32 No.35617787

>>35617729
Well that makes it better than horsefucker.org already

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)06:29:09 No.35617791

>>35617783
didn't anontheanon make a fullcolor comic of this same idea?

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)06:30:17 No.35617796

>>35617780
maybe registration was closed that day?

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)06:30:29 No.35617797
File: going out with a bang.gif (667 KB, 250x126)

>>35617766
You can always find
us on the board
Anon.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)06:31:06 No.35617802 >>35617808 >>35617834 >>35617837 >>35617853 >>35617966

>>35617783
i don'r think so. i thought so too at one point, but no, all i do is consume what others1 create. it's paimnful realizing that you're just a paraiset, eating whatalready exists but giving nothing back. i just make stupid comments all day. how is
that givign back.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)06:31:19 No.35617804 >>35617813 >>35617815

Has anyone been able to actually download the pack?

My download kept reaching ~800Mb and then failing. The site only gives you 5 attempts to download and I'm not seeing any option to ask to have that refreshed.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)06:31:42 No.35617806

>>35617731
OH WHAT A SLOBBERKNOCKER!

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)06:32:32 No.35617808 >>35617837

>>35617802
No worries mate, sometimes it's those comments that help inspire great works. Even that has merit.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)06:32:55 No.35617809
File: 1558005.gif (3.32 MB, 522x489)

>>35617766
you arent alone anon

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)06:33:04 No.35617812

>>35617719
Been using it since 2011 and it's fine.

 Dattebayo !!vUEQoF03bj9 07/17/20(Fri)06:33:07 No.35617813 >>35617875

>>35617804
Email me, I'll send you a copy

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)06:33:36 No.35617815 >>35617918

>>35617804
Yes, I've been able to d/l it. Might be your browser memory usage if you can't save the 1GB file. I'm sure someone will post another link to the pack elsewhere in a bit.

 Zizzy !DizzyMC4pc 07/17/20(Fri)06:34:41 No.35617825

>>35617765
Celestia willing don't remind me. AAAAAAAAAaa

>>35617626
No anon, today is blessed by Celestia's sun. You will get through it.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)06:36:56 No.35617833 >>35617839 >>35617845 >>35617846 >>35617848 >>35617849 >>35617853 >>35617857 >>35617865 >>35617867 >>35617905
File: 2020-07-17_05-14-36.png (9 KB, 744x70)

alright this was like £20 in fees lmao but sent

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)06:37:02 No.35617834

>>35617802
Telling artists you enjoy their stuff is actually a use in of itself. Personally, I think artists (should) start a drawing because they enjoy it, but they finish it because they want others to enjoy it too. It can be a bit tricky balancing between
sycophant and asshole, but generally a "Hey, I like thing you made" goes a long way in their eyes.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)06:37:08 No.35617835

>>35617783
Wholesome as fuck

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)06:37:23 No.35617837

>>35617802
like what said
>>35617808
those comments help conversions going and help progress the community, i mean just look at all the (you)s responding to ya. No one had to, but they did anyways because why not

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)06:38:07 No.35617839

>>35617833
Fucking
BASED.

God I fucking love you and the other fags who put out for this. Praise be to our majestic horses, may your money go to helping many recover from bad situations and live a long happy and healthy life.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)06:38:21 No.35617841
File: hugs.png (13 KB, 212x183)

>>35617766

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)06:38:47 No.35617845

>>35617833
fucking based

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)06:38:51 No.35617846

>>35617833
YOOOOOOO the stream sees it

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)06:39:11 No.35617848
File: 1594252934017.png (138 KB, 1255x960)

>>35617833
May you drive by a horse farm, stop, and get a
nuzzle over the fence.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)06:39:19 No.35617849
File: 1591815061460.jpg (76 KB, 789x729)

>>35617833
He donate?
Pump zhe donations
and crash twitter.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)06:40:47 No.35617853

>>35617833
Shiet dude. Nice.

>>35617802
Also, what is a fandom but a bunch of fags sharing an interest. You talk, you comment, and you showing up says something and gives the fandom weight.

 Dattebayo !!vUEQoF03bj9 07/17/20(Fri)06:41:09 No.35617857 >>35617882
File: 040.png (187 KB, 590x387)

>>35617833
FUCKING CRYPTOANON

BASED

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)06:42:13 No.35617864

>>35617581
Been in the fandom since hiatus between s01 and s02. Drew one pic for pack, but I'm not /mlp/ regular, I mostly visit here for leaks, ppp, alt-boorus, etc.

 Zizzy !DizzyMC4pc 07/17/20(Fri)06:42:33 No.35617865 >>35617882

>>35617833
Sorry I couldn't help ya! I'll be sure to donate just a bit extra to make up for your loss in fees.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)06:42:45 No.35617867
File: 1415014217902.gif (946 KB, 325x279)

>>35617833

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)06:45:55 No.35617874 >>35617888

new thread?

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)06:46:03 No.35617875

>>35617813
Used the contact form from the site, thanks!

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)06:46:27 No.35617877 >>35617902 >>35617954 >>35617964
File: 1562032285921.png (795 KB, 1168x508)

>>35616496
Fund it
Literally

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)06:46:50 No.35617881 >>35617895

>>35617466
checked, also when are you posting to /an/?

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)06:46:52 No.35617882

>>35617857
LINKMARINES RISE UP
>>35617865
No problem, thanks for offering. To be honest it was kind of a meme at first when I offered to donate link, so I only have myself to blame for finding perhaps the most convoluted way to get funds.

Anyway it's 6 fucking am

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)06:47:33 No.35617884

>>35617766
I know the feeling, anon.
Even though I've contributed some shit myself it's still there.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)06:48:08 No.35617888

>>35617874
sure.

NEW THREAD
>>35617880 →

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)06:48:31 No.35617889

>>35616950
Late to the party here (I donated early so my money has been split and I'm happy) but this actually strengthened my desire to donate to CBLDF. Why? Their director getting metoo'd of course made the lefties rage at them and pull
support. Yes, they fight for lefties' free speech too, but if they go under, there will be no-one to fight the corner of non-PC comics creators either, so it will only make the SJWs stronger.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)06:50:05 No.35617895

>>35617881
Not the one that posted, they do bring up how much power we really posses tho. Us being contained here on /mlp/ is more of a safety for them than it is for us.

We can say it's a horse art pack that donates the money to a horse charity

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)06:51:13 No.35617902 >>35617946

>>35617877
sauce of the pic? can't find on derpi might got deleted

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)06:51:45 No.35617905
File: aa13.png (545 KB, 500x387)

>>35617833
DUMP IT

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)06:53:28 No.35617913

>>35616474
>>35612853

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)06:54:08 No.35617918 >>35617923 >>35617945

>>35617815
Just figured it out, fucking hard drive was full

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)06:54:26 No.35617923

>>35617918
lel

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)06:58:24 No.35617945 >>35618010

>>35617918
Full of what, horse porn?

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)06:58:47 No.35617946 >>35617952 >>35617954 >>35617964
File: 1562031682064.png (849 KB, 750x854)

>>35617902
Never got fully posted, just 2 parts of it on a thread by
Raps/NCMares
Here's the second shot

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)07:00:04 No.35617952 >>35617963

>>35617946
Is it in the artpack?

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)07:00:53 No.35617954 >>35617964

>>35617877
>>35617946
Oh.
My.
God.
NCMares is on our side. I was happy enough with Shydale.
I'm going to explode.
Twice.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)07:02:47 No.35617963

>>35617952
I don't think so, they're rather old and I didn't report them here to be added, since I'm not NC to be able to give the ok

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)07:02:56 No.35617964

>>35617946
>>35617954
>>35617877
Pretty sure those are older pics, not made for the pack or recently. In any case, I doubt he'd make any public announcements for his support of free speech or Aryanne, because Twitter is his primary platform these days.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)07:03:54 No.35617966

>>35617802
This situation has me started on posting my drawings and taking requests. I'm not very good but we need to make the community we want, self important as that sounds for the MLP fandom. Start drawing, we'll need new guys in a few
years if I burn out.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)07:05:28 No.35617973 >>35617984

how long are the donations gonna be open?

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)07:07:02 No.35617984 >>35617995

>>35617973
On the stream Datte was thinking maybe until the 8th.

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)07:08:13 No.35617995

>>35617984
thanks

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)07:10:35 No.35618010
File: 1636398__safe_artist-colo(...).png (176 KB, 600x600)

>>35617945
Nah, that's on the 4TB
drive

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)07:13:18 No.35618029

>>>/pol/268281800

 Anonymous 07/17/20(Fri)07:25:25 No.35618115

>>35617337
No, they have not. EqD is a SFW website. I told you faggots to keep it SFW. If you had, it would have gotten more exposure.
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